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AND MERRIMENT IN THE

CITY

1.
[ABC]. GRANDMAMMA EASY’S ALDERMAN’S FEAST, A New Alphabet. [cover title].
London: Dean & Co., Threadneedle Street, [c. 1855].
£ 750
FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, pp. 8, printed on recto’s only, with EIGHT handcoloured wood-engravings with

text above and below, outer leaves laid down on wrapper’s, as issued; lightly foxed throughout; sewn as issued
in the original cream printed wraps, with later reback in cloth, lightly dust-soiled, and with some minor tears,
but still a very appealing item.
Scarce first edition of this charming rhyming Alphabet, beautifully handcoloured, published as part of Dean &
Co’s ‘Grandmamma Easy’s’ series of ‘Thirteen Sorts’. The work, set around an evening hosted by an Alderman
of the City of London, shows the feasting and various entertainment’s, including a German Flutist, an Opera
Singer, and ‘the Three Misses Thompson, from Bow, Who warbled, together, a charming trio’.
‘A was an Alderman, fond of good cheer,
Who invited his friends to a feast, once a-year.
B is Bow Church: and the Alderman dwells
Within sight of its walls, within sound of its bells.
C was the Company, highly delighted,
Who went to the feast, upon being invited’.
OCLC records four copies in North America, at Toronto, Florida, Princeton and Indiana.

VISIT

TO

LONDON ZOO

2.
[ANIMALS]. BIRDS AND BEASTS or a visit with Uncle John to the Zoological Gardens.
[London]. The Religious Tract Society: 56, Paternoster Row, 65, St. Pauls Churchyard, and 164,
Piccadilly. [n.d., c. 1864].
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [6], with six coloured plates by Kronheim & Co; apart from a few minor marks, a

clean copy throughout; stitched as issued in the original publisher’s pictorial printed wraps, lightly dust-soiled
and rubbed, otherwise a very good copy, with the contemporary ownership inscription: ‘Jessie Suggate 1864,
Beccles Suffolk’ on inside front cover.
Scarce first edition of this charming and attractively illustrated work, recounting in verse the visit of Uncle
John with his niece and two nephews to the London Zoological Gardens, published as part of the Religious
Tract Society’s ‘New Series Toy Books’.
‘We went to the Gardens together one day,
Frank, Edith, and Johnny, and I;
Zoological Gardens, not easy to say,
But still little people may try!
Come now, I will tell you what sights we saw there,
That you as you listen our pleasure may share.’
The first illustration shows a mighty elephant striding through the gardens with several children on his back. It
is tempting to speculate that this is ‘Jumbo’ who had arrived at London zoo in June 1865, though the 1864
ownership inscription puts this in doubt.
OCLC records copies at Toronto and Cambridge only, attributing a date of 1866. These differ from our copy,
as “Untearable, Two Shillings” is printed at head of cover title.

PRACTISING

APOTHECARIES IN THE REIGN OF

G E O R G E IV

3.
[APOTHECARIES]. A LIST OF PERSONS who have obtained certificates of their fitness and
qualification to practise as Apothecaries, and of persons who have qualified themselves to act as
Assistants since August 1, 1815: agreeably to an Act, passed in the 55th Year of the Reign of his
Majesty, entitled, “An Act for better regulating the Practice of Apothecaries throughout England and
Wales” London: Printed by R. Gilbert, 1823.
£ 285

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 77, [1] blank; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; stitched as
issued in the original printed wraps, spine with loss at head and title, and rather dust-soiled and foxed, but still
a good copy nonetheless.
Rare first edition presenting a fascinating snap shot of the practising apothecaries in the reign of George IV,
issued eight years after The Apothecaries Act 1815, which granted the Society the power to license
Apothecaries throughout England and Wales. The ‘Regulations for the Examination of Apothecaries’ and
‘Extracts from the Act’ are provided, before the ‘list of persons qualified to practise’ given, including some
from much further afield, in the Channel Isles, India and the East Indies. The work concludes with the details
of four cases of persons caught practising as apothecaries but not qualified according to the terms of the 1815
Act, evidently to discourage the practice, and encourage would be apothecaries to gain a certificate through
the society.
The Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of London is one of the largest livery companies of the City of
London. Prior to it’s foundation in 1617, London Apothecaries were members of the Grocers’ Company. The
society fought for independence for many years, finally separating from the Grocers’ Company in 1617 when
they were granted a Royal Charter by James I.
Not in OCLC or COPAC, which only record later copies printed from 1827 onwards.

THE

LAWS AND PRACTICE OF THE

EDINBURGH

ASTRONOMICAL INSTITUTION
4.
[ASTRONOMY]. LAWS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL
INSTITUTION OF EDINBURGH. sanctioned at two general
meetings of the proprietors and subscribers. Held by advertisement
and circular notices, on the 3d December 1814 and on the 14th
January 1815. Edinburgh. 1815.
£ 200
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 12; in recent wraps.
Scarce first edition of these early printed ‘Laws of the Astronomical
Institution of Edinburgh’, founded just four years earlier in 1811.
The Edinburgh Astronomical Institution was instrumental in the
foundation of the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh in 1822. The Institution
raised funds, mostly by member subscription, to create three
departments: A scientific observatory with an observer was to be under
the control of the professors of mathematics, philosophy and astronomy
of the University of Edinburgh, a popular observatory was to provide
general instruction, amusement and a “physical cabinet” that would
comprise books, globes, meteorological and other instruments. The first

president of the Institution was John Playfair, professor of natural philosophy, with the members being
predominantly landed gentry, advocates, bankers, academics, clergy, etc. The City of Edinburgh provided the
abandoned observatory on Calton Hill, and a popular observatory was then set up in the existing Gothic
Tower. This observatory building was demolished but in 1818 work started on a replacement, which is now
known as the Playfair Building. The Institution’s funds were exhausted before instruments could be purchased
for the new scientific observatory, a recurring problem until the Institution’s eventual demise in 1847. In 1822
it presented a loyal address to George IV and the new observatory was granted the title of Royal
Observatory.
OCLC records two copies, at Edinburgh University library and the NLS.

SCARCE MARRIAGE MANUAL
5.
BERETTA, Francesco. PRINCIPI DI FILOSOFIA CRISTIANA Sopra lo Stato Nuziale ad uso
delle donzelle nobili, Fondati nella Ragione Divina, ed Umana, e nell’Autorità Ecclesiastica, e Profana.
Opera Utile, e necessaria Non solo alla Gioventù dell’uno, e dell’altro sesso, ma ancora ai Padri, e
alle Madri, e ai Direttori, e alle Direttrici della medesima…. Dedicata a Sua Eccelenza la Signora
Cecilia Mocenigo Cornaro. In Padova, Presso Guiseppe Comino, MDCCXXX [1730].
£ 450
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. xxxxiv, 466, [16] index and errata, [1] colophon, [1] blank; in contemporary vellum,
title in ink on spine; a very good copy.
Rare first edition of this unusual work on Christian marriage by the prolific Udinese writer Francesco Beretta
(1678-1768).
Beretta discusses the aims of marriage, before examining its social effects and benefits, and describing the
various types of marriage, as well as the different motives and requirements of those who enter into it. He
goes on to examine the importance of wealth, beauty, and good health, before discussing the role of
obedience in marriage, inward and outward modesty, clothing and ornament, conversation, dining, theatre
(“dangerous to modesty”), love, piety, the good use of time, the period between betrothal and marriage, and
the marriage ceremony itself.

The author wrote on a number of subjects, including the history of Friuli, theological and biblical exegesis, and
philosophy.
OCLC records four copies, at Chicago, Wayne State, Yale, and the University of Amsterdam.

BIRD

TALES

6.
[BIRDS]. THE BIRDS’ NEW YEAR’S FEAST. A Story. By the author of “The Chaffinchs’ Nest”.
Newcastle-on-Tyne: D.H. Wilson, Bookseller, &c., 30 & 32, Grey Street. 1871.
£ 300
SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. 33, [1] blank; with lithographed

frontispiece and title; apart from a few minor marks, a clean
copy throughout; in the original maroon publisher’s cloth,
upper board lettered in gilt, spine lightly sunned, but still a very
appealing copy, with the bookplate of Edward J. Law on front
pastedown.
Very rare, apparently unrecorded, charming tale of The birds’
new year feast, printed at Cowell’s Anastatic press in Ipswich.
‘On this bright new year’s morning the birds assembled from
far and near to partake of the banquet provided for them, near
the window at which I am sitting; and, as if the genial influences
of Christmas still inspired them, they agreed that story-telling
should be the amusement of the day; and it was at once
decided that all who had a tale to tell should relate it for the
good of the public’ (p. 6). Tales from a sparrow, chaffinch,
wagtail, and blackbird ensue before a large grey cat appears and
proceedings draw to a close, much to the disappointment of
the writer.
We have been unable to identify the author of the present
work. Their other known work, ‘The Chaffinch’s Nest; or, Be
kind to the birds; and other stories’ was issued by the Religious
Tract Society in 1868.
Not in OCLC or COPAC, with also no trace of the first
edition, which seems to have appeared in the same year (‘our
story begins on the first of January, 1871’ p. 4).

STATISTICAL

DATA ON SMALL-POX VACCINATION

7.
BRION, P., and F. Ph. BELLAY. TABLEAUX HISTORIQUES DE LA VACCINE, practiquée à
Lyon, depuis le 13 Germinal de l’An IX, jusqu’au 31 décembre de l’an 1809… A Lyon, Chez Ballanche
pere et fils, Imprimeurs, aux halles de la Grenette. Aout, 1810.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 45, [18] Tableau, [1] blank; minor evidence of worming to final two leaves,
otherwise clean throughout; uncut and stitched as issued in the original printed publisher’s wraps.
Rare first edition, dedicated ‘aux bonnes meres de famille Lyonnaises’, of this work on vaccination against
small-pox. The work is set out in five parts, the first discussing the introduction of inoculation in Europe from
the seventeenth century onwards, the discovery of vaccine in England at the end of the eighteenth century,
and its admission in to France in the early nineteenth century. The second part gives a sketch of the history of
the establishment of vaccines in Lyon and Le Departement du Rhone, whilst in the third the author’s
‘endeavour to combat some capital errors, concerning smallpox, errors which have contributed to delays in
the progress of the vaccine’. The fourth part is devoted to the natural consequences that can be deduced
from the use of vaccine, justified by facts (see below), the fifth a short introduction in favour of the charitable
persons administering the vaccine to the poor and needy of Lyon.
The work concludes with nine tables, ‘which are the practical statement of our vaccinations for nine
consecutive years. Each table is composed of five columns. The first, on the left, gives a summary of the
prevailing diseases, so that one can perceive, at a glance, the coincidence of the diseases with the phenomena
which may have occurred to some of our vaccinated persons; and these phenomena are reported in the fifth
column, on the right, under the title Observations. The second column contains the designation of ages,

distributed in six classes. The third and the fourth indicate the number of individuals of both sexes vaccinated
each year. These last two will perhaps present some interest in curiosity; perhaps even what will be useful for
some statistical data’ (pp. 5-6).
OCLC records one copy in the UK, at the Royal College of Surgeons, no copies in US libraries.

STUDY

OF

NAPLES,

BY A LADY

8.
BRUN, Sophie Christiane Friederike. SITTEN- UND LANDSCHAFTSTUDIEN VON NEAPEL
und seinen Umgebungen in Briefen und Zuschriften entworfen in den Jahren 1809-1810 nebst
späteren Zusätzen von Friedrike Brun, geborne Münter. Mit einem Cortile nach dem Ruinen von
Pompeji und Cicero’s Grabmal in zwei Kupferstichen. Leipzig, Hartleben’s Verlags-Expedition, 1818.£
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. iii, xxiv, 350, [1]; with two engraved aquatint plates, one folding; lacking the half
title; somewhat worn contemporary half calf, spine with two handwritten paper labels.
First edition, edited with a preface by Karl August Böttiger, of this topographical and cultural study of Naples
by the German-Danish writer Friederike Brun (1765-1835).

Comparing Naples in 1796 with how it was thirteen years later, and describing the buildings, people, customs,
and surroundings of the city, Brun’s work consists of a series of letters to her daughters and to her friends,
which reflect on the theatre, music, and literature of the area. She also discusses Pompeii, and includes a
folding plate showing the reconstruction of an impluvium from a house there.
Brun spent much of her life travelling around Europe, in particular Italy, where she first went in 1795,
returning in 1796 and then staying for three years from 1807. She also published Briefe aus Rom in 1818 and
Römisches Leben in 1833, as well as a number of volumes of poetry and three travel diaries. She was also
noted as one of the leading Scandinavian salonnières of the early nineteenth century, inspired by Mme de
Stael, with whom she had a close friendship.
Garcia 2211; OCLC records no copies outside of continental Europe.

PRESENTED

TO

MISS BELL,

A ‘MUCH ESTEEMED PUPIL’

9.
BURGESS, Henry William. VI DRAWINGS by H.W. Burgess. Presented to his much esteemed
pupil Miss Bell. [n.p.] 1817.
£ 850
Oblong folio [380 × 275 mm.]; containing seven pencil sketches; most separated by tissue guards;
contemporary blue straight grain morocco, with decorated boards, upper cover lettered in gilt, somewhat
rubbed and scratched in places, but still handsome nonetheless.
William Henry Burgess (circa 1792-1844), landscape painter to William IV and the teacher of John Leech and
Thackeray, was a member of the talented artistic Burgess family.
The seven views open with a romanticised scene of trees, young artists and a ponderous rock the face of which
is inscribed with the album title. This is followed with six topographical subjects including 1) Wingfield Priory,
Derbyshire; 2) Glastonbury Abbey, Somerset; 3) Chepstow Castle, Monmouthshire; 4) Carisbrook Castle, Isle
Of Wight; 5) Gateway at Winchelsea, Sussex and 6) King John’s Chapel, Kings Langley, Hertfordshire.
The scenes are somewhat romanticised with the ruins enveloped in trees and foliage which give a rather
tumble-down appearance. Readers of the new Walter Scott novels during this late Regency period would find
much in the drawings to their taste, as indeed no doubt did the recipient Miss Bell. We do not know who this
Miss Bell was, however, either she was given the VI Drawings by Burgess as some form present on the
completion of her studies, or possibly to solicit some sort of recommendation and continued acquaintance.
That the album has selected examples of his work shows some purpose as each are carefully delineated on
light brown artist paper with the pencil drawings heightened in places in white and then carefully mounted
with a neat ink borders. The selection has then been bound in a costly straight grain morocco and neatly gilt
and lettered and quite ‘the thing’ for the drawing room table - although it must be added the binding is not so
costly as to afford gilt edges or endpapers.

SCARCE

SATIRE ON CUCKOLDRY

10. [CHAPPUZEAU, Samuel?]. LES PRIVILEGES DU COCUAGE. Ouvrage necessaire tant aux
Cornards actuels, qu’aux Cocus en herbe. A Malaise, Chez Jean Cornichon, à l’Enseigne du Cocou. [1722?].£
£ 250
12mo, pp. [vi], 158, with attractive engraved frontispiece; aside from very occasional spotting, clean and crisp
throughout; in contemporary speckled boards; corners a bit bumped, but otherwise a good copy.
Very rare edition, printed in “Malaise”, of this satire on cuckoldry, which first appeared in 1644, and takes the
form of a dialogue between “un jaloux” and “un cocu”. This printing is notable for its splendid frontispiece,
often lacking, depicting a throned satan surrounded by a group of women.
All editions of the work appear to be rare.
This edition not in OCLC.

WEAR EVER - TEAR NEVER
11.

[DEAN & CO]. COLLECTION OF THREE DEAN RAG BOOKS. Comprising:

JUMBO (A Bold Animal Book). No. 92. Dean’s Rag Books. London: Dean’s Rag Book Co., Ltd. [n.d.,
c. 1920].
1, 2, 3, 4. (An Easy Counting Book). No. 95. Dean’s Rag Books. London: Dean’s Rag Book Co., Ltd.
[n.d., c. 1920].
FUNNY OLD THINGS. Rag Book 255. London: Dean’s Rag Book Co., Ltd. [n.d., c. 1920].

£ 185

FIRST EDITIONS. Three works, 8vo, pp. [12]; [12]; [10]; in full colour sewn cloth wrappers, in extremely

bright, clean and fresh condition, each complete with loosely inserted folding Dean & Co advertising booklet.
Three titles issued as part of Dean & Son’s Rag Book series, enormously popular at the beginning of the
twentieth century. Two of the three offered here are of the well tried animals and simple multiplication
format, whilst the third provides a humorous take on household items, all aimed at a young audience.

A

FIRST POP-UP BOOK

12. [DEFOE, Daniel]. DEAN’S NEW SCENIC BOOKS NO. 2, ROBINSON CRUSOE London:
Dean & Son, 65 Ludgate Hill [1866].
£ 3,500
Small folio [25.5 x 17.5 cm], 8 leaves each with a chromolithograph pop-up scene of three sections contacted
by original silk ribbons (expertly repaired in places); endpapers with advertisements printed on tan paper
(some skilful and incidental repairs); original cloth backed pictorial paper boards, the upper cover with a
framed and titled scene depicting Robinson Crusoe on his island some, spine expertly repaired, some dustsoiling to boards and rubbing to extremites, but not detracting from this being a very appealing copy.
A rarely found example of the first ‘pop-up’ book.
For Christmas 1866, Dean & Co. released the first two of his New Scenic Books. These are now considered
to be the first true pop-up books, a market that Dean was to be leader in for the next several decades.

The scenes in the books were crafted in a ‘peep show’ style. Each was illustrated on at least three cut-out
sections. The sections were placed one behind another and attached by a ribbon running through them, when
the ribbon was pulled the scene displayed ‘lifelike effects of real distance and space.’ This way, they could stay
together and be folded flat as flaps, face down against a page. When readers lifted a flap, a three-dimensional
scene would pop-up.

The pop up scenes were chosen for their dramatic effect and include 1) the ship leaving the estuary of the
Thames; 2) the storm and wreck of the ship with Crusoe clinging to the rocks; 3) Crusoe on a raft bringing
back salvaged items from the wreck including a dog and cat. 4) Now dressed in his home-made clothes,
Crusoe is shown about to ascend the protecting palisade by ladder with his hut in the scene behind; 5)
Crusoe sailing around his island in his small boat with the tropical mountain scene behind him; 6) With an
expression of surprise on Crusoe’s face he discovers a footprint, skull and bones on the foreshore 7) Our
castaway on his morning walk comes across ‘upward of thirty of these savages land from five canoes. In short
time they set fire to a pile of wood, and they dragged tow black men out of a canoe… ‘ Crusoe saves one of
the savages who on hearing a shot from his gun ‘came to me and threw himself down at my feet.’ 8) The last
scene shows Crusoe teaching Friday to read in the comforts of their hut.
These were rather delicate productions so it is not surprising that the books have not survived well and are
consequently difficult to find complete or indeed even incomplete. Only four title’s were issued by Dean &
Co.: No.1 Little Red Riding Hood; No. 2 Robinson Crusoe (issued for Christmas 1866); No. 3 Cinderella, and
No. 4 Aladdin probably for Christmas 1867. Robinson Crusoe and Aladdin appear to be the least common maybe these two titles were intended for boys and so got rather rough treatment.
OCLC: 16117677.

RARE

A N T I -C A R T E S I A N D I A L O G U E

13. [DESCARTES]. LENTULUS, Cyriacus. NOVA RENATI DES CARTES SAPIENTIA faciliori
quam antehac methodo detecta a Cyriaco Lentulo. Herbornae Nassoviorum, 1651.
£ 1,250
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 369, [1] blank; apart from some light browning in places, due to paper stock, a
clean copy throughout; bound in contemporary vellum, lightly dust-soiled with a stronger stain to lower
board, nevertheless, still an appealing copy, with contemporary ownership signature on front pastedown.
Rare first edition of this anti-Cartesian work by Cyriacus Lentulus (1620?1678), set in the form of a dialogue between “Cartesius” and Lentulus.
‘In 1647, Rene Descartes explained why he had chosen to leave France
and live in Holland… Not everyone was convinced by Descartes’
description of the Netherlands as a hideaway, or of himself as the retiring
philosophical hermit cached within it. In 1651, for instance, the antiCartesian Cyriacus Lentulus insisted that Descartes’ real craving had not
been for seclusion, but rather for fame. He pointed out that no place on
earth was better for garnering scholarly celebrity than the place in which
Descartes has allegedly chosen to make himself invisible - a fact which, he
insisted, Descartes knew better than anyone’ (Carol Pal, Republic of
Women: Rethinking the Republic of Letters in the Seventeenth Century,
2012, p. 27). Further still in the present work, Lentulus ‘objects to the
rejection of the syllogism in the Discours on the grounds that there is
simply no alternative to the use of syllogistic logic for the derivation of
conclusions from premises’ (Tad M. Schmaltz, Early Modern
Cartesianisms: Dutch and French Constructions, 2017, p. 81).
On July 1, 1651 Count Louis Henry of Nassau sent a letter from
Dillenburg to the universities of Leiden, Franeker, Groningen, Utrecht,
and Harderwijk, and to the illustrious school of Breda. As patron of the
college in Herborn (in present-day Hessen, Germany) he was worried
about the unrest at this institution arising from the appointment of
Johannes Clauberg (1622-1665) as professor of philosophy in 1649 and
Christopher Wittichius (1625-1687) as professor of theology and
mathematics two years later. ‘These young scholars were both followers
of the French philosopher Rene Descartes (1596-1650), and this was not
at all the liking of their colleagues, especially a certain Cyriacus Lentulus (?- 1678), professor of history and
political science. If we can believe Wittichius, Lentulus had spread the rumour that students were now being
taught skeptical and outright atheistic “novelties”. Louis Henry wanted to know from the Dutch institutions
what they thought of Cartesianism. More specifically, he was interested in their opinion on the relation of this
new philosophy to the higher faculties, particularly that of theology. Finally, he inquired about the role of
Cartesianism in the curriculum of the Dutch universities’ (Willem Frijhoff and Marijke Spies, Dutch Culture in
a European Perspective: 1650, hard-won unity, 2004, p. 281).
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Chicago and Saint Bonaventure University.

DRESSING

UP, MONTH BY MONTH

14. [DRESSING TOY]. DIE 12 MONATE IM KNABEN COSTUM. The Twelve months of the year
in boys dress. Les douze mois de l’annee en costume de garcons. [German, c. 1855].
£ 2,250
Complete with hand-coloured mannequin doll and 12 hand-coloured lithograph slipover costumes, all
heightened in gum arabic and contained in the original; contained in the original box [188 x 162 x 32mm], the
lid with a decorative hand coloured design heightened in gum-arabic and incorporating a scene with two lads
walking home together from harvesting grapes, apples and corn, within a decorative cartouche with the title in
German, English and French.
The full length portrait can be ‘dressed’ with the cutaway overlays, each representing the months of the year.
The toy is chiefly based around bucolic and tradition scenes of country life, something increasingly in sharp
contrast to the industrialisation of European countries and allied increase in populations, concentrated away
from the country in towns and cities.
1) January – a snowy wintery scene the boy in a fur lined blue coat skating on a frozen river and holding a
snowball in one of his hands, behind him a snowman in a jaunty walking pose with a stick and smoking a pipe.
2) February – dressed in a harlequin costume and dancing in front of the base to a pillar, the boy holds a
closed fan in his right-hand, the subject clearly representing the carnival period before Lent. 3) March – The
boy now dressed in a blue jacket and green apron and knee britches and pruning and tying back the stem of a
grape vine with twine, a spade and wheelbarrow behind him. 4) April - now spring has arrived the boy is
shown playing tennis in a waisted blue jacket about to strike a multi-coloured ball with his racket. 5) May -

another scene of play but with a hint of educational purpose, the boy in a cross patterned purple jacket about
to catch a butterfly, a pierced canister for his collection slung over his shoulder. 6) June - The boy now
wearing a rather flamboyant purple cape driving a dog cart loaded with hay fresh from the fields. 7) July – again
dressed in blue, this time with a long tunic and manoeuvring with a long-pole a small wooden boat down a
river. 8) August - scythe raised in one hand and gathering wheat into bales, which are suitably garlanded in
flowers, and a decorative flagon of some unknown beverage at his feet. 9) September – rather decorously
balanced in the upper branches of an apple tree the boy is picking the more distant fruit and adding them to a
bag slung over his shoulder, the top of his ladder leaning against the tree trunk. 10) October – clad in a purple
smock the boy is now back among the vines last seen in February, gathering in large bunches of purple grapes
and laying them in an already overflowing basket. 11) November - holding a hunting dog by a short rope in his
right hand and a rather large rabbit by the hind legs in his left the boy is now dressed in a hunting outfit of
blue with a dash of black and gold edging, with a crossbow over his shoulders. 12) December – the year
almost at an end and a Christmas tree resplendent with an angel atop in the background, the boy acts out a
military role with his new hobbyhorse and half dressed in cavalry amour and holding a curved sword at the
ready, a toy trumpet and drum lie at his feet.
There is no indication of a maker although the quality and format are very much in keeping with the
Nuremberg school of toy and game makers. A companion toy for girls was undoubtedly made too, although
we have been unable to trace other copies of either our ‘Knaben’ or a ‘Mädchen.’

THE

NATURE AND CAUSES OF EPIDEMIC DISEASES

15. DUVIVIER DE SAINT-HUBERT, Pierre-Henri. TRAITÉ PHILOSOPHIQUE DES MALADIES
ÉPIDÉMIQUES. Considérées sous le rapport des phénomènes morbides Produits par le seigle ergoté,
les blés charbonnés, niellés, infestés par les charançons, et généralement tous les grains mal nettoyés. Et
de la nécessité D’épurer et assainir les grains par l’eau et par le feu afain de leur rendre leur valeur, la
qualité nécessaores à un bon et salutaire usage… Paris, chez l’Auteur et chez Delaunay. 1836.
£ 275
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 136; some spotting and foxing, especially to
first few leaves; in recent marbled boards, spine with morocco label
lettered in gilt.
Uncommon first edition of this work by the French physician P. H.
Duvivier on the nature and causes of epidemic diseases.
“L’auteur, dans cet ouvrage, passe en revue les diverses substances
alimentaires, leur influence salutaire ou nuisible sur la santé de l’homme,
et il le termine par un aperçu raisonné sur le choléra” (Note). After
some general considerations, Duvivier discusses the importance of grains,
and the various ways in which their alterations can be the cause of illness.
He discusses the various alterations that take place in the production of
flour, and the effects that each type of change can have on animal organs,
citing the high price of bread as a contributory factor to the epidemic of
1812.
In a second section, Duvivier discusses breadmaking in various countries,
examining the nutritive properties of grains for animals, before presenting
a guide to the treatment of cholera, describing its causes, the progress of
the disease, and the course of medication to be followed, including
embrocations, potions, and bathing treatments.
OCLC records copies at the National Library of Medicine, the College of
Physicians of Philadelphia, the Wellcome, and the Musée Nationale
d’Histoire Naturelle.

BE TRUTHFUL, BE POLITE, BE INDUSTRIOUS
16. EDGAR, Robert. THE PLEASANT AND PROSPEROUS LIVES of Charles Candid… Peter
Polish… and Ben Bee… London: Dean and Munday, Threadneedle Street. [n.d., c. 1845].
£ 225
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 56; with seven engraved plates, partly handcoloured; rather dust-soiled and with
some rubbing to outer margin, expertly repaired in places; stitched in the original printed wraps, dust-soiled
and worn, but still a good copy, with small printed contemporary label ‘From E. Hurlock’s Artists’ Repository,
&c., St. Pancras, Chichester’ to top corner of first plate.

Scarce first edition of this charming work recounting in rhyme the lives of Charles Candid, “The boy who
always spoke the truth”; Peter Polish, “The boy who was always polite”; and Ben Bee, “The boy who was
always industrious”. The illustrations are particularly noteworthy, including one with Charles Candid rather
sheepishly standing next to a smashed window, having broken it playing cricket.
‘Through boyhood and through manhood too,
Charles still to truth adhered;
And in repairing others’ wrongs,
Truth’s champion he appeared’ (p. 21).
Robert Edgar (1819-1871) was a theatre manager and husband to the nineteenth century actress Alice
Marriott. Described as a ‘man of schemes’ and a ‘useless creature’ who Alice dignified with the title of
manager. Before his marriage to Alice, Edgar was also the sporadic writer on semi-scientific and factual
subjects for Dean and Munday and Dean and Co. Incidentally her father was a maker of scientific instruments
with a love of the theatre and this is maybe how Edgar entered into a new career. The writer Edgar Wallace
was his grandson, who also seems to have share similar traits of character.
As one might expect from the subject matter, this was a particularly good seller for Dean, who reissued it
several more times over the next decade.
OCLC records two copies in North America, at McGill and Wayne State, with on further copy in the UK, at
the National Art library at the V & A.

JOHN EVELYN’S COPY
17. [EVELYN, John]. [WAKE, William]. THE GENUINE EPISTLES OF THE APOSTOLICAL
FATHERS S. Barnabas, S. Ignatius, S. Clement, S. Polycarp, the Shepherd of Hermas, and the
matyrdoms of St. Ignatius and St. Polycarp, written by those who were present at their sufferings.
Being, together with the Holy Scriptures of the New Testament, a compleat collection of the most
primitive antiquity for about CL years after Christ. Translated and publish’d, with a large preliminary
discourse relating to the several treaties here put together, by W. Wake D.D. Chapl. in Ordinary to
their Majties, and preacher to the Honourable Society of Grays-Inn. London: Printed for Ric. Sare at
Grays-Inn Gate next Holborn. 1693.
£ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 196, [6], 9-547, [1] blank, [8] index; apart from a few minor marks in places, a
clean crisp copy throughout; in contemporary sprinkled calf, spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label
lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed to extremities; with john Evelyn’s ink markings on front free endpaper, and the
bookplate of Robert Hayhurst on front pastedown (see below); a very appealing copy.
An interesting provenance and a direct connection between William Wake and the diarist and writer John
Evelyn.
‘During a period of convalescence after illness [Wake] produced a translation of the Genuine Epistles of the
Apostolic Fathers, which was published in 1693. Although reprinted twice, this was not a work of original
scholarship but of popularization, making available to English readers texts which helped to demonstrate that
the Church of England in all respects comes the nearest up to the primitive pattern of any Christian Church at
this Day in the World’ (Genuine Epistles, vi). [ODNB]
Evelyn heard Wake preach several times between 1687 and 1691 and noted in his Diary on the 19th March
1687 ‘din’d with the Bishop [Dr Ken of Bath & Wells], & that young, most learned, pious & excellent Preacher
Mr. Wake at Dr. Tenisons, who invited me: In the After-noone, I went to heare Mr. Wake, at the New-built
Church St Anns [Soho].’ Probably, therefore, it was natural that Evelyn would acquire a copy of the Genuine
Epistle and have it bound for his library.

Provenance: From the library of John Evelyn, with his ink markings on endpapers, and noted as such in pencil
by Robert Hayhurst beneath his bookplate, with a further booksellers note that Hayhurst probably attended
the sale of Evelyn’s library at Christies in 1977.
OCLC: 20290233.

WOMEN

PRINTERS AT WORK

18. [FAITHFULL, Emily]. ACLAND, Sir Henry Wentworth Dyke, 1st Baronet. STANDARD
MEDICINES, or Revision of Remedial Agents. London: Printed by Emily Faithfull, printer and
publisher in ordinary to her Majesty. Victoria Press, Great Coram Street, W.C. 1862.
£ 125
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 8; in recent wraps.
Scarce first edition of this paper read at the Social Science Association on the 13th June 1862, printed and
published by Emily Faithfull at the Victoria Press.
The English physician and educator Sir Henry Wentworth Acland (1815-1900) took a leading part in the
revival of the Oxford medical school and in introducing the study of natural science into the university. As
Lee’s reader in anatomy at Christ Church (appointed in 1845) he began to form a collection of anatomical and
physiological preparations on the plan of John Hunter, and the establishment of the Oxford University

Museum, opened in 1861, as a centre for the encouragement of the
study of science, especially in relation to medicine, was largely due to his
efforts. “To Henry Acland,” said his lifelong friend, John Ruskin,
“physiology was an entrusted gospel of which he was the solitary
preacher to the heathen,” but on the other hand, his thorough classical
training preserved science at Oxford from too abrupt a severance from
the humanities. In conjunction with Dean Liddell, he revolutionised the
study of art and archaeology, so that the cultivation of these subjects,
for which, as Ruskin declared, no one at Oxford cared before that time,
began to flourish in the university. Acland was also interested in
questions of public health. He served on the Royal Commission on
sanitary laws in England and Wales in 1869 and published a study of the
outbreak of cholera at Oxford in 1854, together with various pamphlets
on sanitary matters.
The publisher, English philanthropist Emily Faithfull (1835-1895), took a
great interest in the conditions of working-women. With the object of
extending their sphere of labour she set up in London a printing
establishment for women in 1860, convinced that work as a compositor
could be a well-suited trade for women seeking occupation. The
Victoria Press soon obtained quite a reputation for its excellent work,
and Faithful was shortly afterwards appointed printer and publisher in
ordinary to Queen Victoria.
OCLC records three copies, all in the UK, at Exeter, Oxford and the
Wellcome.

LOTTERY
19.

OF

LOVE

[FAN]. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LADIES FAN. Dutch? circa 1795.

£ 1,250

Stipple engraved with a classical scene edged with a design incorporating 24 lottery cards edged in gold;
mounted on contemporary mahogany stays, the outer stays at the joining pin edged with bone finger guards.
when opened forming a semicircle with a diameter of 440 mm in clean and bright condition.
The main theme of the fan shows elements of classical scenes on love, chiefly based on an amalgam of the
mythology of Daphnis and Chloe with Cupid and Psyche. A young man approaches a young woman at a central
fountain, a rather grumpy dolphin spouting forth water and inscribed below ‘Fontaine Romaine’. The young

woman directs the water from a bowl below, trying to
quench the fire that two cherubs are using to forge
arrows of love. The young man, however, has a cherub
in reserve about to send another arrow at the woman;
to their left is yet another figure of another young
woman resting and waiting for a new arrow for her
bow, probably awaiting her chance to catch the man. In
essence this is a scene that signifies that ‘Love will out’
despite the best efforts to dampen the participants
ardour. Maybe this is why the scene is a foil to a border
engraved with a series of 24 lottery cards thus
emphasising both the chance in play and love.
We are unsure from which country the fan originated,
although it appears to have elements that are more
Dutch than English or French. If Dutch, this is probably
why the Lottery aspect was introduced, but to make it
both fashionable and saleable abroad a general classical
scene replete with an exotic pyramid of a preNapoleon cast was introduced to make it appealing to a
wider audience.

A

YOUNG GIRLS POETIC LEGACY

20. FRANÇOIS, Maria Klementine. GEDICHTE EINER
FRÜH VERKLÄRTEN in chronologischer Folge. Trier,
[Leistenschneider’sche Buchdruckerei], 1844.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo, pp. xv, [1], 342, [2], blank, title within
floral border; a little spotted in places; modern cloth-backed
marbled boards, preserving original fly-leaves and lettered section
of contemporary red morocco spine; two leaves of poetry in a
contemporary hand loosely inserted.
Rare posthumously and privately published poetic legacy of Maria
Klementine François (1823-1844), who had died at the age of
twenty. This moving memento contains poems speaking of pain,
love, mourning, the notion of early death, longing for eternal rest
etc., using the romantic imagery of the blaue Blume, rose buds, the
depth of the night, morning dew, nature awakening, Swallows and
Nightingales, and a few beauty spots along the Rhine, which had
been put onto the German poetic map by Heinrich Heine. The
Epilogue anticipates this book of poetry being read by her friends
and family after her death.
OCLC locates a single copy, at University of Illinois; KVK locates
just one other copy, in Berlin.

ARAB BEAUTY

IN

LITERATURE

21. HARTMANN, Anton Theodor. ÜBER DIE IDEALE WEIBLICHER SCHÖNHEIT bei den
Morgenländern. Ein Versuch… Nebst einem Anhang von einigen literarischen, historischen und
kritischen Bemerkungen über einzelne angeführte Schriftsteller. Düsseldorf, bei J.H.C. Schreiner,
1798.
£ 450
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 312; with engraved frontispiece; some light foxing in places, and stamp on title, but
generally clean; partly unopened in contemporary drab boards, with paper label on spine, lettered in black;
spine somewhat worn.

First edition of this unusual treatise on the ideal of feminine beauty in the Muslim world, by the Protestant
theologian and orientalist Anton Theodor Hartmann (1774-1838).
Hartmann draws heavily on the mass of Persian and Arab poetry and literature that had begun to be
translated into English, appearing in publications such as the Spectator, in his survey of literary references to
female beauty. He also discusses The Mu’allaqat and other sources, and the whole work anticipates his more
substantial work on Jewish women, the three volume Die Hebräerin am Putztische und als Braut of 1809-10.
Hartmann studied at Göttingen under Eichhorn, who encouraged his interest in oriental languages. He became
professor of Old Testament theology at Rostock in 1811.
Hayn-Gotendorf III, 95; OCLC records North American copies at San Diego State, Yale, Chicago, New York
Public Library, and the University of Pennsylvania.

COMPREHENSIVE

GUIDE TO GOOD HEALTH

22. HEYRENBACH, Johann Caspar. MEDICUS SUI IPSIUS, THEORETICUS & PRACTICUS, seu
Exegsis diaetetici regiminis, usus & abusus Sex Rerum necessariarum non Naturalium:… Styrae, typis
Gregorii Menhardt, MDCCLIII [1753].
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [xx], 442, [7] index, [1] errata; woodcut head- and tail-pieces; foxing throughout,

heavier in places, and dampstaining to upper margin of first few gatherings; in contemporary skiver-backed
specked boards, with blind-stamped label on spine; spine cracked, boards and corners rubbed.
Uncommon first edition of this comprehensive guide to good health by the Austrian physician Johann Caspar
Heyrenbach.
The work is divided into three extended chapters, each of which consists of several parts. The first chapter
presents a guide to anatomy and the human body, describing both the external parts and the organs, as well as
the basic bodily functions, including nutrition and digestion, before examining the brain and the senses, as well
as the various human temperaments.
In the second chapter, Heyrenbach discusses external influences on health. He describes the effect of air,
whether damp, cold, humid or dirty, and examines the nature of airborn diseases. The work then goes on to
examine diet, discussing the various ingredients in food and drink, and giving advice on the best times of day

for meals and other related questions, including the diets of the literary and the athletic. Heyrenbach then
discusses wines, describing various types, including French, Hungarian, German and Spanish, and answering the
question of whether wine can truly be said to be a medicine. He goes on to discuss aquae vitae, drunkenness,
tea, coffee, and chocolate, before examining the role of sleep, exercise, and emotional states on health.
The third chapter is concerned with medicine and medical treatment. Here Heyrenbach discusses purgatives,
the use of baths and spring waters, and the use of nicotine and tobacco.
OCLC records copies at Kansas, the National Library of Medicine, and the Wellcome.

OWEN JONES’ SONGS
23. JONES, Owen, designer. THE SONG OF SONGS which is Solomon’s. [London]: Longmans &
Co. 1849.
£ 450
8vo, pp. [2], [32], [2]; chromolithograph throughout, lightly marked and dust-soiled in places; original ‘Relievo
leather’ binding embossed with a design by Owen Jones, and bound by Edmonds & Remnant, with their
binding ticket on rear pastedown, rubbed and worn to extremities and some leaves loose, but still a very
good copy, from the library of Hubert Dingwal with his pencil notes on front free endpaper.
A fine example of Jones’s decorative work, including a distinctive embossed binding, chromolithograph plates
and a clever mixture of rustic and gothic lettering adorning the work.
This is the fourth binding using the Leake Patent Leather system executed by Remnants and Edmonds, who
were awarded a Prize Medal at the Great Exhibition two years later for their work.
Abbey, Life, 229; Courtney Lewis, 143; McLean, Victorian Bookbinding, 11; Ray, The Illustrator and the Book
in England from 1790 to 1914, 227.

DEDICATED

TO

LADY PEEL

24. [JOURDAN, Mary Johnson]. THE ALTHORP PICTURE GALLERY and other poetical sketches.
By a Lady. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons… 1836.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xiv], 163, [1] blank; minor stain at head
throughout, alittle more prominent at beginning and end, otherwise apart
from a few occasional spots, a clean copy throughout; handsomely bound
in contemporary brown morocco, boards and spine decoratively tooled
and lettered in gilt, some rubbing to gilt and extremities, but still a good
copy.
Scarce first edition of this collection of poetry, dedicated to Lady Peel,
wife of Prime Minister Robert Peel. After the title poem, set out in 143
canto’s, the second half of the work includes another lengthy poem
entitled ‘The Ocean’s own’ before concluding with a selection of ‘Poems’.
We have been unable to find much further information on the author,
Mary Jourdan. She may have had some connection to Aberdeen as her
‘Advertisement’ is signed as such, and the work is printed at the
Aberdeen Herald office (by G. Cornwall). Born in 1798 at Drypool,
Yorkshire and christened Mary Johnson Holcombe, she was married
Lieut.-Col. Henry George Jourdan, of the 10th Madras Native Infantry
Regiment probaly around 1820 in India although the family together with
two children had returned to Britain by 1830. Mary died at Westbourne
Park in London in 1865. As far as we are aware she only published one
further work, some twenty years after the present, entitled Mind’s
mirror: poetical sketches (1856).
OCLC records six copies in North America, at South Carolina and five in
California.

HELP

FOR ‘ORPHANS, OR DESERTED CHILDREN, OR BASTARDS,

OR CHILDREN OF IDIOTS, OR OF CRIPPLES, OR FELONS’

25. KAY-SHUTTLEWORTH, James Phillips. THE TRAINING OF PAUPER CHILDREN. A report
published by the poor law commissioners in their fourth annual report… London: Printed by William
Clowes and Sons, Duke Street, Stamford Street. 1839.
£ 385

FIRST SEPARATE EDITION. 8vo, pp. 49, [1] blank; with one folding plan of an industrial school; apart from a
few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; stitched, and disbound, as issued.
Uncommon first separate edition of this thorough report on the training of pauper children in order to help
them, ‘at the earliest period, to attain independence’.
‘The pauper children maintained in Union workhouses are dependent, not as a consequence of their errors,
but of their misfortunes. They have not necessarily contracted any of the taint of pauperism. They are
orphans, or deserted children, or bastards, or children of idiots, or of cripples, or felons, or they are resident
in the workhouse with their parents, who seek a brief refuge there. The dependence of certain of these
classes of children cannot be transient. The care of their natural guardians is at an end, or is suspended for so
considerable a period, that the children have claims on the Board of Guardians, not for food and clothing
merely, but for that moral sustenance which may enable them, at the earliest period, to attain independence…
The duty of providing a suitable training for pauper children is simple and positive, and is not to be evaded on
the plea of the deficiency of such instruction among the self-supported classes, though the nature of the duty
of society towards the dependent class may serve to illustrate its responsibilities towards every other class. It
is important to acknowledge how far ignorance is the source of pauperism, and to show how important an
agent for the removal of pauperism is a careful training in religion and industry. Of the ignorance which
prevails among the pauperised classes the proofs are abundant’ (pp. 3-4).
Sir James Phillips Kay-Shuttleworth, 1st Baronet (1804–1877) (born James Kay) of Gawthorpe Hall, Lancashire,
was a British politician, reformer and founder of the English system of popular education. Settling in
Manchester about 1827, he was instrumental in setting up the Manchester Statistical Society. He worked for
the Ardwick and Ancoats Dispensary. While still known simply as Dr. James Kay, he wrote The Moral and
Physical Condition of the Working Class Employed in the Cotton Manufacture in Manchester (1832), which
was cited by Friedrich Engels in Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844. His philanthropic efforts
on behalf of the poor, his experience among them, and his grasp of economic science, brought him to the
notice of the government as one specially well fitted to locally introduce the new poor law of 1834. He
became in 1835 an assistant poor-law commissioner, and spent some years in that capacity, first in the
counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, and afterwards in the metropolitan district, including Middlesex and Surrey.
His valuable reports on the training of pauper children were published by the government in 1841. From that
time forward his life was devoted to the introduction and development of a national system of education. In
1842 he married Janet Shuttleworth, assuming by royal licence his bride’s name and arms.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Miami, Illinois and Harvard.

‘FOR

IMPROVING THE

TASTE,

AND CORRECTING THE JUDGMENT OF

YOUTH’

26. [LITERARY COMPENDIUM]. THE RAYS OF GENIUS; being an elegant selection from the
most admired writers, ancient and modern. Comprising subjects moral, classical, descriptive, and
historical, with orations, characters, and poems, letters, narratives and dialogues. Designed for the
instruction and amusement of all classes… Embellished with eight beautiful engravings. Newcastle
upon Tyne: Printed and Published by Mackenzie and Dent, 1819.
£ 1,500
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xi, [i], 5-664; with engraved title and seven engraved plates; apart from a few minor marks, a

clean copy throughout; in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt with black morocco label
lettered in gilt, some minor rubbing, but not detracting from this being a handsome and appealing copy
Rare, and as far as we are aware unrecorded, first edition of this compendium of passages taken ‘from the
most admired writers, ancient and modern. Comprising subjects moral, classical, descriptive, and historical,
with orations, characters, and poems, letters, narratives and dialogues… peculiarly adapted for improving the
Taste, and correcting the Judgment of Youth’.
‘The editor of this selection has attempted to furnish a comprehensive and imposing assemblage of genius and
talent in the various departments of literature; and which may not only be placed, without reserve, in the
hands of the youth of both sexes, but also perused with delight by the grave and the critical. He is aware that
several valuable productions of a similar kind have obtained the public patronage; but the accelerated progress
of knowledge, and the exuberance of fine writing, within these few years, afford a happy opportunity for
collecting and concentrating the scattered Rays of Genius’ (p. iii).
The work is set out in two parts, the first, on prose, has extracts from the works of authors such as Hume,
Gibbon, Goldsmith and Sterne, from periodicals such as The Bee, The Fashionable Magazine, and Blackwood’s
Magazine, as well as several ‘by a lady’, including ‘The Language of Flowers’ (p. 9), ‘Hints on Woman’ (p. 324 “Of every domestic circle, woman is the centre; home, that scene of purest dearest joy, home is the empire
of woman. There she plans, directs, performs; the acknowledged source of dignity and felicity”). The second
part is taken up by poetry, with poems by Southey, Cowper, Shelley, and several by Walter Scott and Byron
(including ‘The Destruction of Sennacherib’; ‘Moonlight’ and an extract from ‘Manfred’).
We have only been able to locate one other copy of the present work, an incomplete copy of an 1821 edition
held at the British library. It is noted there that it was ‘Published in twenty-four parts’, but there is no indication
that the present copy was issued as such, apart from the occasional evidence of stabs holes in the gutter.
Not in OCLC or COPAC, both recording only an incomplete copy of the 1821 second edition, at the British library.

UNIQUE

COLLECTION ON THE OPENING OF THE THIRD

ROYAL EXCHANGE

BUILDING

27. [LONDON - NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE]. A COLLECTION OF REPORTS,
ILLUSTRATIONS, BROADSIDES AND POSTERS RELATING TO THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.
[Listed below]. London, various publishers etc. c. 1835-1842.
£ 1,750
Folio [33.5 x 22 cm.], contents bound in contemporary Russia with elaborate wide gilt roll-tool borders to
the sides enclosing a central gilt crest of the city of London, inner gilt dentelles, neatly rebacked and recornered to style.
An interesting collection of acts and ephemera connected with the opening of the New Royal Exchange in
1842 and preserved by Joseph Thomas Pooley, who at the time of the dedication and opening of the Exchange
was Master of the Mercers company and thus one of the main contributors to the occasion.
Richard Clough initially suggested building the exchange in 1562, and oversaw the importing of some of the
materials from Antwerp: stone, slate, wainscot and glass, for which he paid thousands of pounds himself. The
Royal Exchange was officially opened on 23 January 1571 by Queen Elizabeth I who awarded the building its
royal title and a licence to sell alcohol. Only the exchange of goods took place until the 17th century.
Stockbrokers were not allowed into the Royal Exchange because of their rude manners, hence they had to
operate from other establishments in the vicinity, such as Jonathan’s Coffee-House. Gresham’s original building
was destroyed in the Great Fire of London in 1666. A second complex was built on the site, designed by
Edward Jarman and opened in 1669, but that also burned down, on 10 January 1838. It had been used by the
Lloyd’s insurance market, which was forced to move temporarily to South Sea House following the 1838 fire.
The third Royal Exchange building, which is the focus of the present collection, was designed by William Tite
and adheres to the original layout–consisting of a four-sided structure surrounding a central courtyard where
merchants and tradesmen could do business. The internal works, designed by Edward I’Anson in 1837, made
use of concrete—an early example of this modern construction method. It features pediment sculptures by
Richard Westmacott (the younger), and ornamental cast ironwork by Henry Grissell’s Regent’s Canal
Ironworks. It was opened by Queen Victoria on 28 October 1844 though trading did not commence until 1
January 1845.

Comprising:
1) An engraved plate of the New Royal Exchange after William Tite
2) A large tinted lithograph by Hullmandel of HRH the Prince Albert laying the first stone of the New Royal
exchange, Jany 17th 1842
3) The Royal exchange. Extracts from the Records of the City of London… Respecting the Royal Exchange
and Gresham Trusts. 1864-1825, seal on title, 2 ff., pp. 127, [1] printed on light blue paper

4) The Royal Exchange. Extracts from the Journals of Parliament Respecting the Royal Exchange and Gresham
Trusts. 1580-1768, 2 ff., pp. 56, printed on light blue paper
5) An Act for improving the Site of the Royal Exchange in the City of London and the Avenues adjoining
thereto. [10th August 1838], pp. [2473]-2519, [1]
6) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Presented 17th Janury, 1839, pp. 30, folding hand-coloured litho plan,
7) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Thursday 31st October, 1839, pp. 4
8) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Presented 23rd Janury, 1409, pp. 6
9) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Presented 21st May, 1840, pp. iv, 42
10) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Presented 22nd October, 1840, pp. 11, [1]
11) Specification for the Foundations of the New Royal Exchange. 1840, pp. 9, [1]
12) The Tender and Schedule Referred to in the Specification for the New Royal Exchange. 1840, 4 ff.
13) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Presented 21st. July, 1841, pp. 18
14) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Presented 23rd September, 1841, pp. 12
15) New Royal Exchange. Contract and Specification for the Completion of the Building. September, 1841, pp.
80
16) Royal Exchange. Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Royal Exchange and Gresham Trusts
Committee. Presented 2d [sic] December, 1841, pp. 11, [1]
17) [Invitation] Admit the Bearer To witness the Ceremony of laying the First Stone of the New Royal
Exchange, on Monday the 17th. January, 1842, engraved and embossed card with vignette view measuring 19 x
28 cm, signed in ink ms. by James Barnes
18) An engraved plate “Egyptian Hall Mansion House”
19) New Royal Exchange. Ceremonial for the Reception of His Royal Highness the Prince Albert, at the
Guildhall, London the 17th of January, 1842 and of Proceeding to the Site of the New Royal Exchange…, 2ff.
plus 1f. ms. 20) “Gentlemen to attend in the procession” 2 ff. engraved and embossed inscriptions
21) [Invitation] “The Lord Mayor presents his Compliments to Mr. Pooley… to [attend] the Mansion House,
on Monday, the 17th…”, 1f. engraved with ms. additions
22) Vocal Music to be Performed at the Mansion House… on Monday, the 17th January, 1842, pp. 8
8 various invitations and notices similar to the above.

28. [LOTTERY]. TOMKIN’S PICTURE LOTTERY. To be
drawn 24th July, 1821. [London, 1821].
£ 150
PRINTED FLYER. 220 x 140mm, printed on both sides, lightly dustsoiled and with stab holes, but a remarkable survival nonetheless.
Lottery tickets were either red or black: one colour was to win all
the prizes, depending on the colour of the first drawn ticket, thus
the particular feature of the scheme, that a purchasher of tickets of
each colour was guaranteed a prize. Tickets were on sale from
before March 1819: Tomkins had refused to name a date for the
drawing until he was virtually forced to hold it in July 1821,
suggesting that ticket sales were poor.
Peltro William Tomkins (1759-1840) was the son of William
Tomkins, the landscape painter. Peltro was a first rate engraver who
had studied with Bartolozzi and was also a print publisher. In 1818 he
published two art books of such magnificence that he incurred
serious losses and was forced to obtain a private Act of Parliament
to sell by lottery his collection of watercolours from which his
etchings had been made and his stock of unsold impressions.
Glowing Testimonials, including from Sir Thomas Lawrence and the
late Benjamin West, ‘as to the superior merit of the British Gallery
of Pictures, of which the prizes in Tomkin’s Picture Lottery are
principally composed’ are provided on the verso of the present flyer.

ZOO LOTTERY GAME
29.

[LOTTO GAME]. NOUVEAU LOTO ZOOLOGIQUE INSTRUCTIF. No. 34615. [France, c. 1900].£
£ 480

Complete with 12 pictorial lithograph game cards, each illustrated with 15 animals, titled below; 90 ‘animal’
pieces (two supplied in facsimile) and corresponding ‘callers’ sheet; printed sheet of rules; and a cloth bag
containing 70 glass counters (one broken); housed within the original wooden box, hinged lid with printed
title and scene of children playing the game, lightly rubbed and worn, but a very good example nonetheless.
An attractive boxed zoological lottery game, something akin to bingo, manufactured in France at the turn of
the twentieth century.
Each player received a board with images of 12 animals from different classes and regions of the world,
including a varieties birds, mammals, fish, insects, reptiles etc., such a kangaroo, whale, peacock, crocodile and
beaver. The counters with corresponding images were then evidently drawn, the player calling when their
counter appeared. The first to insert all glass counters on to the boards and thus covering all the images on
their board was then the winner.

THE ‘FATHER

OF

TROPICAL MEDICINE’

30. MANSON, Sir Patrick. LECTURES ON TROPICAL DISEASES. being the Lane Lectures for
1905 delivered at Cooper Medical College, San Francisco U.S.A. August 1905… London, Archibald
Constable & Co. Limited, 1905.
£ 350
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. viii, 230; a clean copy throughout; in the original

publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, upper board lettered in blind, lightly rubbed, but still a very desirable
copy, inscribed ‘To Dr. Harlan With the author’s kind regards, January 1907’ on front free endpaper, with the
recipients name and address stamped below.
First edition, and a desirable presentation copy, of Sir Patrick Manson’s lectures presenting the chief facts concerning
some of the important tropical diseases, delivered at Cooper Medical College, San Francisco in August 1905.
‘Seldom are the complex facts and conditions in the mode of infection and dissemination of tropical diseases
so stated as to interest the reader in the degree achieved in these lectures. The eminent lecturer’s own
epoch-making influence and work in unraveling the etiology of filariasis and malaria and other tropical diseases
are familiar to all students of medicine. His discussion in these lectures of problems of tropical medicine, still
unsolved, of the future influence of the Panama canal, and of other questions of importance reveals the
comprehensive grasp and imagination of the master’ (see https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/articleabstract/457436).
Patrick Manson (1844-1922) ‘campaigned tirelessly for better instruction in tropical diseases in the face of
much oppposition and ridicule… In 1898 he published his great work, Tropical Diseases, and in 1899 was
responsible for persuading Joseph Chamberlain, then secretary of State for the Colonies, to institute the
London School of Tropical Medicine… Equally important was his lifelong campaign for the proper equipment
of tropical medical services, which fully earned him the title of ‘Father of Tropical Medicine’ (PMM).

Provenance: This copy belonged to the Medical Superintendent Dr. George P. Harlan, inscribed to him by
Patrick Manson on the front free endpaper. Evidently in the course of his duties he visited the Durham
County hospital, a loosely inserted note jovially commemorating the day: ‘In grateful remembrance of the visit
of Geo. P. Harlan M.D. who having done a good turn departed (by the 4.58 train) 28th January 1907. Also
numerous valuables which we have since missed! Gone, but not forgotten’.
OCLC: 11391707; see Printing & the Mind of Man, 388.

FUN

BEFORE

MARRIAGE

31. MARRION, Miss J[ane] A[nnie]. MANUSCRIPT COMMONPLACE BOOK, [Madeley,
Shropshire]. 1852-1854.
£ 450
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 8vo, [12 x 9 cm] pp. 72 on various coloured papers; original decorative gilt panelled

morocco, somewhat worn at extremities.
A neatly written compilation of amateur poetry, some goodly and Godly, but mostly of a convivial sort,
illustrating the mores of social aspirations in early middle-class Victorian Britain polite society.
The owner of the volume lived most of her life in Madeley, Shropshire, and would have been sixteen or so
when she was started collecting poetry. Although Jane Annie Marrion was in her mid teens when ‘callers’
began to place their poetic efforts into her album two early suitors were very much competing for attention.
James Keay, apparently an athletic member of the Madeley cricketing eleven, gave Jane his lumpen rhyme on
‘Good Temper’ - ‘There’s not a cheaper thing on earth / Nor yet one half so dear / tis worth more than
distinguished birth / or thousands gain’d a year.’ More telling, if not of impeccable taste was his ‘Justice to
Females’ - ‘Nature impartial in her desires / When she made man the strongest / In justice then to make
amends / Made woman’s tongues the longest’ may have not gone down so well. The ‘rival’ Henry Whitehead
was allowed the first entry in the volume ‘God is Love’ from which we shall not allow our enthusiasm to
quote. The less ponderous poems that he also gave her include ‘How much I love thee’, ‘The young Heart’,
‘The Lady of my Love’ and ‘Undying Love’ all of which point to some strong endearment. James Keay not to
be beaten follows with ‘When the honied blossom falls’, ‘A Merry Heart’ and ‘The view of Love.’ Thereafter
others begin to add to the bulk of the volume with even more lovelorn material as ‘To Salopia’s Fairest
Daughter in heights Sebrina’ by yet more hopeful suitors. Female friends also start to pen their poetry with
such titles as ‘Oh think of me’. ‘Jane Annie’ also tries her own hand with such titles as ‘Dedicated to a young
lady.’
We know the bare minimum about Jane Annie Marrion. She was born in 1837 at Madeley near Telford in
Shropshire, she married there the Rev. Evan Jenkins in March 1860, but the book had been filled by this date.
Her husband was in charge of the newly formed chapel for the Particular Baptist at Madeley and for the next
several years Jane probably carried out the duties requisite of a clergyman’s wife, but not for long, for she died
in 1874. A newspaper report on her funeral gave a bland, uninformative, yet comforting appraisal ‘Her amiable
disposition and Christian virtues had endeared her to a large circle of friends both in Madeley and elsewhere
and the high estimation in which she was held was evinced by the numbers who attended the funeral, and by
the trades people generally who closed their shops on the occasion.’
From the entries in this album of poetry, Miss Jane Annie Marrion would seem to have been much more fun
to be with before she became Mrs Jane Annie Jenkins!

THE PUPIL

OF

NATURE

IN

GERMAN

32. MEARS, Martha. MARTHA MEARS’S, GEBURTSHELFERIN ZU LONDON, wohlmeynender
Rath für gebildete Frauen, über Schwangerschaft und Wochenbette. Aus dem Englischen übersetzt
und mit Anmerkungen und Zusätzen versehen von E. Henschel… Breslau, bei Wilhelm Gottlieb
Korn. 1804.
£ 350
FIRST GERMAN TRANSLATION.
TRANSLATION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 544, [2]; minor repair to head of title, lightly spotted in places; in
later half cloth over mottled boards, spine ruled and lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very good copy.
That a Silesian doctor in obstetrics decided to translate a work by an
English midwife was fairly unusual cross-disciplinary occurrence at the
turn of the nineteenth century.
Mears’ The Pupil of Nature (1797) from which this translation was
derived is subdivided into ten sections beginning with a general
overview of midwifery followed with notes on changes after
conception, state of mind, exercise, diet, views on domestic quackery,
herbal and dietary treatments for various ailments, approach to giving
birth, advice on clothing and the immediateness wants of mother and
child after birth. Mears in her introductions describes how she had
studied the works of the most eminent man-midwives of the time: John
Leake, William Smellie, and Thomas Denman. ‘Much as I respect their
their talents, they themselves have taught me to feel a still higher
reverence for nature.’
The German translation by Dr Elias H. Henschel, (1755-1839) follows
the original edition almost to the letter. Born in Breslau, Henschel
commenced life as an errand boy, then became valet to a physician and
by dint of hard work entered the University of Halle to study medicine
where he emerged as a doctor in 1787. Henschel devoted himself
especially to obstetrics, and was appointed public accoucheur at
Breslau. He wrote a number of works on epidemics, pregnancy and
childbirth and was clearly enamoured by Maria Mears original work,
such that he took it upon himself to have her ideas published for a
Silesian readership.
We have found no connection between Mears and Henschel, although Martha Mears like Henschel may have
been Jewish, Henschel’s son August Wilhelm Henschel, who also practised medicine converted to Christianity
in 1820 and may have been related to the Breslau born British singer Sir George Henschel; but on the whole
these links are tenuous and without further research into the life of Martha Mears difficult to evaluate, we
somehow doubt this translations was just happenchance.
OCLC records one copy only, at the National library in Poland.

ON MARRIAGE

AND

MARITAL MISMATCHES

33. [MEISTER, Leonhard]. UEBER DIE HEYRATHEN; als ein Pendant, zur Abhandlung über die
Ehe. Erster [-Zweyter] Theil. Potsdam, bey Carl Christian Horvath, 1779.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. Two parts in one volume, 8vo, pp. 156; 252, [6], both titles printed in red and black and

with engraved vignettes, two engraved frontispieces; a little browned; half-sheep over marbled boards of
about 1900, spine with red lettering-piece and ornamented in gilt; wear to head of spine.
First edition of this epistolary treatise on marriages and marital mismatches, marriages across the class
divisions, money and marriages, generally full of anecdotes and lively scenes of domestic life. Leonhard Meister
(1741-1811) had studied under Breitlinger, Hirzel und Bodmer in Zurich and later became a priest and teacher
in Switzerland.
Holzmann-Bohatta 6918; OCLC records two copies in North America, at Princeton and UCLA.

N A P O L E O N III’ S

ARMY

34. [MILITARY ABC PANORAMA]. ALPHABET DE L’ARMÉE et de la Garde Impériale. Paris,
Maison Martinet. Paris, Hautecoeur Frères, Vivienne 41, et rue de Rivoli 172. Imp. Godard à Paris. [c.
1860?].
£ 450
Lithographed panorama measuring [15 x 253 cm], hand-coloured and heightened with gum arabic, with minor (1
cm area) surface damage to letter Z, otherwise clean and fresh throughout; concertina-folding into cloth backed
printed board covers (16 x 11.5 cm), the front cover with image of two children showing interest in the drum of
a drum major, with the publisher and printer beneath, lightly dust-soiled, but still a very good copy.
Rare ABC panorama, each letter of the alphabet being represented by a military costume beginning with ‘A Artilleur’ and concluding with ‘Z - Zouaves’. Of particular note are the letters K, showing the costume of the
Kabyle people, or Berbers of North Algeria, and S, showing the costume of the Spahi, a light cavalry regiment
of the French army recruited primarily from the indigenous populations of Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco. As
one might expect Napoleon III is chosen for N.

ENCOURAGING

FURTHER DONATIONS TO THE SCHOOL

35. [MORTON, John Latimer.] A LETTER TO A FRIEND,
concerning the School at Ackworth, in Yorkshire. London: printed
and sold by James Phillips, 1782.
£ 500
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 34; with a half-title; twentieth century half
brown morocco cloth boards; a very good copy.
Morton, who writes from Wandsworth, begins with a reference to the
Letter of Dr. Fothergill which had inspired him with a desire to visit the
school. By 1782 Fothergill was dead but the school he had founded
continued to flourish: 190 boys and 120 girls were now being educated
there. Morton’s main purpose in writing is to encourage further donations
to the school. He also has a word or two on the curriculum; ‘ingenuous
lads, designed for carpenters, joiners and builders, might learn the first
principles of geometry’ and ‘lads, who have a turn for fine writing’ should
not be discouraged as it might come in useful for those intending to
become clerks. But such positions are oversubscribed and it is important
not to give pupils ideas or expectations above their station; ‘Farmers and
mechanicks, with less temptation in their way, are more likely to become
the more useful members of society.’
Ackworth School continues to this day, and is one of eight English Quaker
schools.
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Minnesota and
Swarthmore College.

EXCITING ADVENTURES

AROUND THE WORLD

36. [MOVING PANORAMA TOY]. VOYAGE AUTOUR DU MONDE. TABLEAUX LUMINEUX
PAR UN PETIT FRANÇAIS. M.D. [i.e. Mauclair-Dacier] Editeur, Paris. [c.1903].
£ 4,000
Model theatre housed in box 400 x 505 x 125 mm, the actual toy within it measures 370 x 470 x 92 mm, and
consists of a cardboard proscenium and wooden ‘backstage.’ The panorama, made up of 13 conjoined strips,
unrolls top to bottom, from one wooden roller onto another. Two wooden stabilisers hold it firmly in place.
A slit in the roof of the back-stage accommodates the ‘tableaux lumineux’ (i.e. perforated slides). two such
‘tableaux lumineux’, each 366 x 430 mm, are included with this copy; together with a winding handle.
The idea of the toy was to give a moving tableau as a boy travels around the world, several scenes are given in
Africa, Asia, Oceania and America covering such scenes as, Greenland among the Eskimos, fighting off African
savages, an Indian market, Klondike Gold Rush of 1896, New York street scene; being chased by ‘Red Indians’

and similar exciting adventures of this boy ‘Phileas Fogg’. The panorama also includes two translucent slides:
‘L’Arrival d’Edouard VII à Paris’ and ‘Réception du Bey de Tunis a Paris’ - each are pierced with holes to give
the illusion of sparkling light.
Mauclair-Dacier tended towards making wide selection games and that included magic tricks, card games,
board game, together with a few larger popular outdoor games including Croquets and Tennis.

FUNDS

FOR AN

EDINBURGH ORPHANAGE

37. [ORPHANS]. ORPHAN HOSPITAL EDINBURGH for the Maintenance, Education and Training
of Destitute Orphan Children. Report for year ending 31st July 1906. [Edinburgh], [1906].
£ 125
FIRST EDITION. Oblong 8vo, pp. 47, [1]; printed on blueish paper; original printed wrappers inclusive of

pagination, upper wrapper with with wood-engraved illustration, staples no longer present.
Neatly produced Report summarising the years work, but more importantly advertising the names and
addresses of the Orphan Hospital.
Unusually the chief givers to the orphanage, that is those that gave over five shillings, are tabulated by street
rather than name. Indicating therefore quite blatantly who in any street gave and who either gave very little or
no money. One has no idea if this was a system deliberately devised to cast some moral superiority on
residence.
In 1906 there were 125 children in the
hospital which had a maximum capacity
of 130, in the preceding year there were
two isolated cases of measles but they
escaped mumps and scarlet fever
prevalent elsewhere in the city, probably
the siting of the hospital building in large
grounds to the west of the city was
apposite. Swimming, athletics, good
attendance etc. were looking good
although the the finances were
precarious with expenditure exceeding
subscription by £215. 8s. Maybe this was
the key reason for this particular
publication being circulated.
Not in OCLC.

DUAL LANGUAGE PARISIAN CRIES PANORAMA
38. [PARIS ALPHABET CRIES]. [DURU, H.] ALPHABET DES CRIS DE PARIS - PARIS CRIES.
[Paris: Fourquemin? circa 1850].
£ 1,650
Panorama [12 x 220 cm] with 24 hand coloured lithograph scenes each with English and French descriptions;
expert repairs to folds, and with minor damage affecting four of the scenes; original decorated pink boards
[19.7 x 12.6 cm.], spine expertly repaired, the upper cover with the title and a child buying the cries from a
vendor, inscribed ‘Constance C. Blair to Margaret Simms with her affectionate love July 17th 1851.’
An interesting dual language Cries panorama showing a move away from
‘traditional costumes’ and substituting in their stead several newer trades
and cries, hawked and called, in the streets of mid-nineteeth century
Paris.
There are several works with the title Alphabet des Cris de Paris published
during the nineteenth century, however a contemporary description of
1851 firmly identifies this as H. Duru. No mention of the work as being in
dual language is given in contemporary advertisements although a copy,
apparently incomplete, is held at the University of Southern Mississippi that
does include the artist’s name. Duru designed and produced lithograph
work chiefly for the children’s market including designing toys and prints
out of his address at 12 rue Pavée St Sauveur. Certainly the style of his
figures and the format of the work conforms to what we would expect
from his hand. The illustration on the upper cover is where identification of
artist and publisher would normally be found but as this has been mounted,
possibly by a retailer who wanted to market the item in England, this
information is now missing. The cover illustration is a nice conceit and
possibly a self portrait of Duru selling a copy of the Alphabet to a young
lad.
The subjects of the Panorama include: - A. A la Barque, à la barque / Native oysters — B. Beaux Melons,
Beaux Melons. / Fine ripe melons — C. Chaudronnier, Feraille à vendre / kettles to mend — D. Deaux Sous la
pièce à choisir / a penny a piece, take your choice — E. Eponges de Marseille à deaux Sous / Good sponges a
penny each — F. Fondeur, Rétameur. / Tinker — G. Gros Cerneaux / Fine large walnuts — H. Hareng, qui
glace, qui glace / Fresh herring— I.J. Ils brulent la pouche, ils brulent. / Chestnuts, all hot — K. Karlor Souyé /
Shoes to mend — L. Lisez le Journal du Dimanche por deaux Sous. / Sunday paper a penny each — M. Merlan
à frire, à frire/ Fresh whiting — N. Noix vertes, au quarteronles Noix vertes / cheap ripe walnuts — O. O to
bo, Peaux de Lapins. / Rabbbit skins — P. Póis Verts au boisseau / Green peas — Q. Quatre pour un Sous le
Chatigny / Apples, four a penny — R. Raccommodez vos Scies / Saws to mend — S. Sebille de bois, Cuillère
de bois / Wooden Spoons & bowls — T. Trois Sous la livre le Chasselat / Three pence a pound fine ripe
grapes — U. un sous le Cent, un Sous la Boite / lucifers a penny a box — V. Voila le Vitrier / Windows to
mend — X. Xérès, Constantine, Mangez les Dattes / Fine ripe dates — Y. Y-a-ti des vieux Chiffon à Vendre /
Any old rags to sell — Z. d’Z’Hannetons, d’Z’Hannetons pour un yard / Cockchafers eight a penny.

Vte de Savigny de Moncorps in his Petits métiers et cris de Paris, Paris 1905, dates an example of the title
quoting the unusual ‘Z. d’Z’Hannetons, d’Z’Hannetons pour un yard’ and describes the work as 1865, so there
may be later impressions or some generalised plagiarism. See Jean Adhémar in his monumental, if incomplete,
Inventaire du fonds français après 1800 … Tome septieme, Dore-Folk, Paris, 1954, p. 274, for the listing and
dating of Duru’s work.
OCLA records one copy, apparently incomplete, at the University of Mississippi; see Savigny de Moncorps,
Vte de. Petits métiers et cris de Paris , Paris 1905 p. 41.

DIARIES

AND TRAVELS OF A FORMER SINGER

39. [PARKE, Miss Frances Margaretta]. COLLECTION OF DIARIES OF A FORMER SINGER. [UK
& Europe]. 1826, 1831, 1839, 1841,1842, 1845, 1847, 1849, 1850, 1851 and 1853.
£ 650
With eleven pocket diaries in various formats, bound in roan or original boards, together with a notebook on
a journey over the English Channel to Boulogne.

A sporadic, yet still interesting group of diaries by a former singer transformed into socialite and maiden aunt.
Frances Margaretta Parke (1783-1854) was a daughter of the celebrated oboist John Parke (1745-1829). The
family knew Haydn when he visited England, and Frances’ sister Maria Frances Parke, a noted pianist and
singer, sang at one of the composers benefits. Frances was also a singer, pianist and string player and was
herself to sing at her sisters benefits in 1798 and 1799.
Frances’ sister Maria married John Beardmore of Uplands near Farnham, Hampshire in 1816, but on her death
in 1822 John’s own health collapsed and he also died the same year leaving their five year old son. It would
appear that from that year Frances, who never married, took charge of her orphaned nephew at the family
home, who was to all intent and purpose was thereafter brought up by his aunt. Frequent mention of the
boy’s name, also named John Beardmore, in the diaries, makes one feel that they were quite devoted to each
other. If not spoilt he must have been indulged for by 1844 he had acquired enough arms and armour to fill
three rooms in Uplands and to have a catalogue published. John was only to marry a few months before his
aunts death in 1854 and so was probably indulged a bit in his collecting passion.
The contents are very much of a matter of fact nature reflecting a fairly leisurely life of balls, dinners, trips to
London for the season, lots of operas and plays with the odd journey to Paris. Such short entries include ‘was
much pleased’ when visiting the Great Exhibition’ and ‘went to see Etty’s paintings, frightful’ or ‘Went to the
Lyceum, not at all amused.’ There was quite a lot of entertaining, both at home and around town, which is
noted: ‘Ball at Mr Charles Ogle’s very pleasant’ ‘I din’d at Capt Samuel’s, very dull - John had a cold and did
not go - happy man!’ Frances also continued to performed in private and each Saturday through February to
April 1847 ‘I play’d a quartette of Mozart.’ sometimes she also played Mendelssohn, Hummel and of course
Haydn. Even if only slight reference or comment are noted down it is still quite easy to follow her and John’s
movement’s by comparing entries to contemporary newspapers.
One could say our diarist was a member of the second tier gentry, because her past life of the stage was of a
doubtful pedigree it would mean that she and her nephew rather brushed against the nobility, than be in any
way fully accepted in such circles, it did however have the advantage of allowing them more freedom to do as
they pleased.
By 1853 Frances’ health gave way, she had complained of various ailments from the late 1840’s but now the
doctor visited every day until the entries peter out in a shaky hand in August of that year.

‘“GRINDERS”

T H E Y ’ R E C A L L E D , I N T R U T H A H A P P Y R A C E …’

40. PARKIN, John. CLASSIC SHEFFIELD: A Sketch. By a Smoke Burner. Sheffield: J. Pearce, Jun.,
Printer… [1857].
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 39, [1] blank; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; stitched as
issued in the original yellow wraps, upper wrapper with printed title, lightly dust-soiled and chipped to
extremities, but still a very good copy.
Rare first edition of this lengthy poetic sketch of Sheffield, ‘By a Smoke Burner’.
As the quote from Byron on the title-page this work is something of an answer to that poets contemptuous
remarks of the quality of Sheffield’s home grown bards. Various places in the surrounding area are also
mentioned, including Castleton, Buxton and Chatsworth House. However, of particular note is the reference
to the cutlery trade, Sheffield’s biggest industry:
‘The water issues out upon a wheel,
Whose revolution aids to polish steel;
With straps and pulleys, whirls th’ impetuous stone
To practis’d eye its motion only shown;
Whilst pressing on it, with their steel in hand,
The workmen strike out fire at their command;
Grate the sharp teeth of a stranger, wound his ears,
Like cawing rooks, the harsher as he nears:
“Grinders” they’re called, in truth a happy race,
As wild and free as is their working place;
Though bower’d in woods, with water all around,
Rugged and rough, as rocks, which there abound,Reckless the most, hard-headed still a few,
They care for nothing, nor old times nor new;
Indigenous their craft, in this wild part,
They labour hard, and revel in their art!’ (p. 10)

John Parkin had in 1856 succeeded to his fathers interest in the iron works of John Parkin & Sons at
Middlewood. The company was renamed John Parkin & Brothers but this was dissolved and John in the early
1862 started another partnership at Sheffield so maybe his poetic interests diverted him. In truth he went
bankrupt several times and business was not a strong point, but he was no Byron either.
COPAC records two copies, at Leeds and York; not in OCLC.

THE IMPORTANCE

OF

MUSIC

IN THE

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

41. PATRIZI, Fabio. ORATIONI del Sig. Fabio Patriti I. all’ill.mo S. Fran.co Privli degniss. procurator
di San Marco. L’una delle quali tratta le lodi della Musica: & l’altra, Dell’Istitutioni dell’ Academie’. In
Vinegia, Appresso Gio. Antonio Rampazetto, MDLXXXVII [1587].
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [30], [2] blank; later notes in ink on final page; some light browning and staining, and

wormtraces in gutter, not affecting text; in recent wrappers.
First edition of these two discourses on the importance of music and on the institution of academies by the
Venetian writer Fabio Patrizi, dedicated to the Procurator of St Mark’s in Venice, Giovanni Francesco Priuli.
The first is in praise of music, and cites several of the most important figures in sixteenth century Venetian
artistic life, including Bernadino Partenio, the author of Della Imitatione Poetica (1560), the jurist and poet
Cornelio Frangipani, and the great music theorist Giuseppe Zarlino, author of Istututioni Harmoniche (1558).
The discourse concludes with two sonnets addressed to Patrizi by Mutio Sforza and Francesco de gli Oratori.
The second discourse was probably delivered in the presence of the Venetian diplomat Luigi (Alvise) Badoer
at the Accademia Veneta, and once again cites Mutio Sforza and Lucio Scarano, both of whom were involved
in the establishment of that institution in 1558. Patrizi states that “Of all noble and worthy occupations,
nothing compares to that which gathers men in a secluded place where, far from strife and the demands of
public life, they might reason at ease, and through their exchange enrich their minds with heroic deeds and
with the thoughts born of profound learning”.
Cf. P. Ulvioni, “Accademie e cultura dalla Controriforma all’Arcadia. Il caso veneziano”, in: Libri e documenti,
5/2, 1979, p. 39; OCLC records three copies in the UK, at the British Library, Oxford and University of
London library, and one in the US, at the New York Public Library.

A DEFENCE

OF

CRINOLINE

42. PHILPOTT, Edward, publisher. CRINOLINE FROM 1730 TO 1864. London: Edward Philpott,
Piccadilly, 1864.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. Oblong 4to, pp. [ii] title-page, [ii] preface, [20] text; with large wood engraved title-page

vignette, ten full-page wood engravings by Sherwin and one lithograph plate, with advertisements on both
paste-downs and free endpapers also illustrated; a clean copy throughout; in the original brown cloth, borders
ruled in blind with upper cover lettered in gilt ‘Crinoline in our Parks and Promenades…’, inner hinges
cracked but holding, with some minor wear to upper cover and corners, extremities lightly bumped and
rubbed; a very good copy.

A most appealing brief historical and pictorial review of ladies fashion, highlighting in particular the
development of crinoline, as seen in the parks and on the promenades of London between 1730 and 1864.
Edward Philpott was himself a crinoline maker, and the present work is his defence of the hoop, and its
existence for some three hundred years, when the apparel was clearly coming under some criticism and much
ridicule for being impractical, unwieldy and even dangerous. Believing it to be a most becoming mode of dress
and not ‘a hideous deformity’, Philpott states that when expanded in moderation, and worn only in the street
and promenade ‘accidents by fire would occur so seldom, that they would be fully counterbalanced by the
fortuitous saving of life and health, which crinoline has unquestionably been instrumental in effecting’.
The work is composed of ten wood engraved scenes each of which is described on the facing page, and which
show ‘the gradual changes in male and female dress during the eighteenth century. It will be noticed that the
gigantic and unwieldy hoop-petticoat, so ridiculed by “The Tatler” and other satirical writers, passes through
various improving changes, until all expansion seems to have died away; and it its place the would-be classic
style of Revolutionary France flourishes, and tries to live’ (Preface). The final lithograph depicts three
‘sansflectum crinolines’ as made by Philpott, with further styles advertised on the final endpaper and pastedown. The present work follows on from Philpott’s The Farthingale and Hoop-Petticoat, published the
previous year in 1863. An attractive and fascinating insight into English fashion and dress and relating social
matters.
Colas, Bibliographie Générale du Costume et de la Mode 754; Lipperheide, Katalog der Freiherrlich von
Lipperheide’sche Kostümbibliothek 1732; OCLC: 11197545.

READY

MADE SCRAP BOOK FOR KIDS

43. [PICTURE BOOK]. THE FAVOURITE PICTURE-BOOK: a gallery of delights designed for the
amusement and instruction of the young. With several hundred illustrations from drawings by
Absolon, Anelay, Bennett, Browne (Phiz), Gilbert, T. Landseer, Leech, Prout, Weir, Williams, etc.
(New Edition). London: Griffith and Farran, successors to Newbery and Harris, corner of St. Paul’s
Churchyard. [n.d., c. 1860].
£ 450
Folio [32 x 25.5 cm], pp. 32 on linen backed leaves, containing 240 hand-coloured wood engravings with
letterpress captions; some light dust-soiling in places, but generally clean throughout; bound in the original
cloth backed printed pictorial boards, expertly rebacked, new endpapers, some minor loss to edges of printed
area, and evidence of minor soiling, but still a very desirable item.

Scarce surviving example of this purpose made scrapbook full of delightful handcoloured engravings, issued by
Griffith and Farran, likely cashing in on the back of similar publication’s by the Darton’s and Dean & Son
throughout the 1850’s.
As successor’s to Newbery and Harris, it is likely that Griffith and Farran having a surfeit of wood-engravings lying
idle probably thought to press them into service and turn them to some profit. Here are to be found ‘several
hundred illustrations’ depicting all manner of subjects, including various exotic and domesticated animals,
Australian indigenous scenes, American and Canadian Indians, Eskimo’s, and a significant number depicting
Chinese customs. Also scientific images, and quite a number culled form various moral, education and historical
works that had been a mainstay of Newbery and Harris’s published works during the previous 30 or so years.
Each leaf is carefully linen backed throughout to make the work sturdy enough to survive the rough treatment
of children. Infact, the present copy, save for some light dust-soiling, is a particularly good example. The fact
that the recto of the frontispiece has two finely executed drawings ‘by my mother Edith Burger’ may indicate
that the book was handled by her, and shown to her child!
The particularly striking cover is by Albert Warren (1830-1911), the eldest son of the artist Henry Warren, a
president of the Royal institute of Painters in Water Colour. He worked with Owen Jones on the
construction of the 1851 and 1862 Exhibitions and also assisted in the production of The Grammar of
Ornament and The Alhambra.
OCLC records one copy only, at Stanford.

UNRECORDED

FIRST EDITION

44. ROUILLON, Isado Adolphus J. Francoise Alerbois de. GRAMMATICAL INSTITUTES OF THE
FRENCH LANGUAGE; or, the governess’ French assistant: containing a Series of theoretic, practical,
and progressive lessons, in which every difficulty is explained, either in notes at the end of each
exercise, or by references to preceding rules… By M. de Rouillon. London: Sold by B. Reynolds, 76,
Newgate-Street; Norwich - Stevenson and Co. Booth, Parsons, Parsons, Burks and Co. Stacy, Wilkin
and Youngman & G. Wright; Lynn - Pigge; Yarmouth - Beart, and Alexander, Booksellers. 1818. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], ii, xxvii, [i] blank, 252, [1] advertisement, [1] blank; with a few contemporary
annotations throughout the text; in contemporary calf backed marbled boards, spine lettered and ruled in gilt,
corners and boards rubbed, but still a very good copy.
Rare, and as far as we are aware unrecorded, first edition of these popular Grammatical Institutes of the

French Language.
‘Among the many excellent grammars already published there is not one purposely written for the assistance
of those Parents, Governesses, or Tutors occasionally engaged in the teaching of the French language. It is
with the hope of supplying this deficiency, or at least of alleviating the labour attending this kind of tuition, that
the following work is now offered to the Public’ (Preface, p. i)
The work begins with a course of seventy six lessons for beginners in the French language, the author noting
that they had been tried successfully with pupils of twelve and fourteen years of age, thereafter chapters are
given on ‘Articles’, ‘Of the formation and plural of nouns’, ‘Adjectives’, ‘Pronouns’, ‘Verbs’, ‘Irregular verbs’,
‘Personal pronouns’ before concluding with ‘Indeclinable words’.

We have been unable to find much further information on the author de Rouillon. He settled in Norwich
and married Ann Silke, who together with her two sisters, the Misses Silke, had established a ladies' school
at the Chantry, Norwich after her fathers death in 1795. Rouillon was very clearly French and may have
escaped France for political reasons after the Napoleonic wars, settling in Norwich to teach French. The
fact that the book is printed in Norwich, and sold, according to the imprint, by booksellers in the same, as
well as in Lynn and Yarmouth, would seem to indicate that the family had a good local clientele.
The work proved very popular with twelve editions appearing up until 1859.
Not in OCLC or COPAC, with the 1823 second edition being the first recorded. All editions are rare.

ROUSSEAU

IN

NIMES?

45. ROUSSEAU, Jean-Jacques. DU CONTRAT SOCIAL, ou, Principes du droit politique. Par J. J.
Rousseau, Citoyen de Geneve. A Paris. [i.e Nimes?] 1792.
£ 550
12mo, pp. 275, [1] blank; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy
throughout; with contemporary ownership signature to title; in
contemporary sheep, spine ruled and lettered in gilt, minor chipping to
head and tail and corners rubbed, but not detracting from this being an
appealing copy.
Rare “Paris” printing of the Social Contract, Rousseau’s blueprint of radical
protest in modern society.

Du Contrat Social remains Rousseau’s greatest work. ‘It had the most
profound influence on the political thinking of the generation following its
publication. It was, after all, the first great ‘emotional’ plea for the equality
of all men in the state: others had argued the same theoretically, but had
themselves tolerated a very different government. Rousseau believed
passionately in what he wrote, and when in 1789 a similar emotion was
released on a national scale, the Contract Social came into its own as the
bible of the revolutionaries in building their ideal state’ (PMM 207). In
practice his attempts to balance volonté de tous and volonté générale
could result only in anarchy, nevertheless his fundamental thesis that
government depends absolutely on the mandate of the people, and his
genuine creative insight into the political and economic problems of
society gives his work an indisputable cogency.
‘No one so forcibly as Rousseau had socialised the status of the individual, democratised the sphere of the
sovereign power, and emphasised the notion of national property in land’ (Palgrave).
Although supposedly printed in ‘Paris’, the typography of this edition is very likely to be the product of J.
Gaude & Compagnie in Nimes, as he too issued an edition in 1792, also of 275 pages, as noted by Dufour No.
157.
OCLC records one copy only, at Yale; not in Dufour, but see above, which records another Paris edition
printed in the same year with similar collation (pp. 276), but stating ‘le nom de Rousseau ne figure pas au titre
de cette edition’.

ALBUM

OF A

SOCIALITE

AND

BUSINESSWOMAN

46. SANDON, Winifred Ada. ORIGINAL PHOTO ALBUM. [Great Britain, Canada and USA].
[1921-1926].
£ 350
Oblong folio, [24 x 32cm], 24 leaves of thick papercontaining photograph, ephemera and autographs; original
two tone red cloth, slightly worn.
An unusual scrap album recording the travels of business woman and socialite Winifred Ada Sandon (18911959).
Winifred was the daughter of prosperous property agent and building contractor Robert F. Sandon. Her social
life revolved around house parties, visits to, or holidays at Brighton, Folkestone, Lymington in Hampshire
together with voyages to Lucerne, Canada and New Jersey in the USA. She appears to have lived with her
father at 34 Sloan Court, London and unlike her siblings, does not seem to have been the marrying type,
instead pursuing the career as a business woman in her own right, chiefly in coal and shipping.
From a newspaper cutting we also know that Winifred became secretary during WWI to the Manhattan
prominent lawyer Paul Drennan Cravath (1861-1940). Cravath was highly influential in foreign policy as a
leader of the Atlanticist movement which comprised of several influential upper-class lawyers, bankers,
academics, and politicians of the Northeast, who were all committed to a strand of Anglophile
internationalism. This must have propelled her career somewhat for the album, which covers the post First
World War period, includes photographs not only of friends but also some of her business connections.
Sir Herbert Henry Raphael (1859-1924) of the banking family features in many of these photographs, the
connection with Raphael may have been through the development of Romford Suburb and other similar
project that Winifred’s father was very likely to have had an interest. Winifred was also keen on horse racing,
she attended Goodwood for all four days on two successive years with her friends. Placed in the album are
badges and programs from these races, including a prized entry to the royal enclosure.
In 1922 Winifred was actively involved in the failed re-election of Freddie Guest, Chief Whip of Prime
Minister David Lloyd George’s Coalition Liberal Party from 1917–1921, but was well trounced by Gordon
Ralph Hall Cain. Her connection with the ‘Atlanticist’ movement, Lloyd George and the Liberal Party (and
later the Conservative Party too!) links together the photographs, people and places entered in this unusual
album.

PEREGRINE PICKLE

IN

FRENCH

47. [SMOLLETT, Tobias]. HISTOIRE ET AVANTURES DE SIR WILLIAMS PICKLE. Ouvrages
Traduit de l’Anglois, par l’Auteur des Moeurs. Premiere Partie [-Quatrieme] A Amsterdam et a
Leipzig, chez Arkstee & Merkus. MDCCLIII. [1753].
£ 550
FIRST EDITION IN FRENCH. Four volumes bound in two, 12mo, title pages in printed in red and black; pp.

[4], iv, [4], 251, [1] blank, [8], 256; [8], 270, [2] blank; [6], 232; original marbled wrappers, spines somewhat
worn with old ink numerals.
Scarce first French translation of Adventures of Peregrine Pickle, Smollett’s second work of prose fiction,
originally published in 1751.
The translator, François Vincent Toussaint, was a French lawyer, man of letters and encyclopedist who is best
remembered for a banned work of 1748 Les Mœurs, and for his contributions on jurisprudence for the
Encyclopédie. His translation was partly an adaptation, this was probably to avoid certain censorship for part of
the action in the original takes place in France and in particular the Bastille. Smollett’s satire on the more negative
aspects of the ‘Human Condition’ probably appealed as much to the translator as his ‘enlightened’ readers.
Rochedieu, p. 308; OCLC records four copies in North America, at Harvard, Yale, Columbia and New York
University.

LUCY WELLERS

IN

FRENCH

48. [SMYTHIES, Susan]. HISTOIRE DE LUCIE WELLERS, Traduit de l’Anglais, par Monsieur D.L.G.
… Tome Premier [-Second]. A Amsterdam, chez Marc Michel Rey, Libraire. MDCCLXVI [1766].£
£ 650
FIRST FRENCH TRANSLATION. Two volumes, 12mo, pp. vi, 359, [1] blank; [vi], 419, [1] blank; some

staining in places throughout vol. II, and small library stamps to titles, otherwise, a clean copy throughout; in
contemporary German sheep, with contrasting paste paper labels lettered in gilt, spines with most of the gilt
rubbed away, otherwise a very good copy.

Scarce first French translation, by A. de La Salle d’Offrecy Mont, of Susan Smythies History of Lucy Wellers
(1757).
Susan Smythies (1721-1774) was the eldest of the large family of a well-to-do Rector of Colchester. She was
the author of three anonymous novels, including The Brothers (1758) to which David Garrick and Tobias
Smollett subscribed. All her works appear scarce on the market.
The translator Adrien-Nicolas Piédefer, Marquis de La Salle, Comte d’Offrémont (1735–1818), to give his
names in full, was a cavelry officer and French writer who corresponded with Benjamin Franklin.
OCLC records five copies in Germany, two in the US at UCLA and Texas, and one in France, at the BNF.

SWELLOCRATS, SNOBOCRATS, NOBOCRATS,
TAGRAGS AND BOBTAILS
49. TRUMP,
von
[pseudonym].
AN
ORIGINAL,
ABORIGINAL,
LYRICAL,
SATIRICAL,
PHYSICAL,
PHTHISICAL, QUIZZICAL, AND CLASSICAL BURLESQUE, by
von Trump … Nottingham, William Best Draper, November
1st, 1860.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo, pp. 54; wood engraved illustration on p.
40, a little browned; names of the characters annotated in ink; in
recent boards.
This theatrical farce lampoons the political machinations, inefficiency
and corruption of the council and corporation of Nottingham. The
stage is populated by politicians and political wheeler-dealers, as well
as aristocrats, swellocrats, snobocrats, nobocrats, tagrags and
bobtails. In the opening poem the author explains the setting of the
satire: ‘There are some noodles to be missed, Who flourished in the
hall last year. But still some awful muffs there sit, Humbugs,
Chartists, snobs and flunkies; Men minus money, brains, or wit…’.
The real names of the local politicians and administrators of
Nottingham that the work is tilted at are here usefully supplied in ink.
Ward, A Descriptive Catalogue of Books relating to
Nottinghamshire, p. 40; OCLC locates a single copy, in the British
Library; not in COPAC.

HOW

TO MAKE A VALENTINE

50. [VALENTINE]. VALENTINE’S DAY OR QUIZZES FOR THE POST, containing Acrostics for
the use of Ladies and Gentlemen who wish to learn The Art of Making Love. London: Printed for the
Booksellers circa 1830’s.
£ 225
8vo, pp. [48]; with hand-coloured frontispiece caricature by W. Nichol of a blacksmith hammering out a
horseshoe; in the original orange printed wrappers, somewhat oxidised, but still an appealing item.
There are really two parts to this work, which, unlike other copies recorded has twice the number of pages,
the present example with a separate title mid-way through: The Court of Love, or Universal Valentine Writer.
The first part has quizzes that could be copied out and are quite charming but soon become comical or
downright rude, verses for the Old Maid, Bricklayer, Brush Maker then become distinctly personal ‘To a
Person with Bad Teeth’, ‘To a very corpulent Person’, ‘To a Person who Squints’, ‘To a lusty ill-favoured
dressy Girl’ or ‘To a humped-backed Person.’ The second title has similar fare beginning with romantic and
pleasant verse to ladies, gentleman, Scotchmen, Irishmen and the ‘The Tulip of Affection’ but this section is
also peppered with valentines to ‘A Miser’, ‘To a Fop’, ‘To a Rake’, ‘To a Slattern’. More topical material
includes ‘To an Anti-Reformer’ and ‘To a Policeman’ which help place the date of the work either in the late
1830’s or possibly 1840’s.

Stereotyping was clearly used in a novel manner for a few of the verses are duplicated in each section. This
could only have been achieved by having each valentine produced as a separate stereotype block, arranged in
groups for each publication, which was again stereotyped for printing. A convenient system, although as shown
here, the possibility of having duplicated text in two such sections of the same publication was a distinct
problem.

BY

MEMBERS OF THE

COLONIA ARCADICA

51. [VALPERGA, Giovanni Alessandro de Conti di,
Marchese d’
d’Albarey]. PROSE, E POESIE dedicate alla maesta
di Vittorio Amedeo III…. dalla Colonia arcadica fossanese nella
solenne prima adunanza. Torino: Dalle Stampe d’Ignazio
Soffietti, 1780.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [iv], [I]-CCIV; engraved head- and
tailpiece to introduction and 13 woodcut head- and tailpieces
throughout text; contemporary mottled sheep, spine in six
compartments one with tan label lettered in gilt; some light rubbing
to spine and upper cover somewhat scuffed.
A good copy of this rare collection of writings in verse and prose by
members of the Colonia Arcadica, edited by the nobleman Giovanni
de Conti di Valperga.
Among the contents: an essay on the causes of the origins,
progress, and decadence of the sciences and arts, by Vincenzo
Marenco; an essay on the influence of poetry on customs, by
Ottaviano Pasquini; and sonnets, translations of Cicero and Horace,
also poems by various members of the Fossano Arcadi. The work is
adorned with a number of attractive head- and tailpieces, all inspired
by the Arcadian emblem.

Not in OCLC; ICCU records five copies in Italy, at the Biblioteca nazionale centrale, Florence, and four in
Turin at Biblioteca civica centrale, Biblioteca Reale, Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria and the Biblioteca
storica della Provincia di Torino.

STYLE-CLEANSING

FOR STUDENTS

52. VAVASSEUR, François. ORATIONES. … Lutetiae Parisiorum, Apud Sebastianum Cramoisy et
Gabrielem Cramoisy, MDCXLVI [1646].
£ 750
FIRST EDITION.
EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xviii], 352, [2] index and privilege; printer’s device on title; contemporary (?) ownership
note on title crossed out in black ink, small loss to corner of A4, not affecting text, otherwise clean and fresh; in
contemporary dark red morocco, boards and spine gilt with fleurs-de-lys; spine in compartments, boards with
decorative border; all edges gilt; slight wear to head of spine, and corners bumped, but still a very good copy.
First edition of this collection of ten speeches by the Jesuit François Vavasseur (1603-1681), according to
d’Olivet “le meilleur humaniste de son temps”.
The Orationes, owing much to his master, the Jesuit theologian Denis Pétau, are collected from his addresses
to students at the start of each academic year between 1629 and 1636. In his introduction, Vavasseur
contrasts the florid literary excesses of his Jesuit (and other) predecessors with the simplicity of his own
approach, writing as far as possible in the first person. The orations themselves connect humanism with the
reign of Louis XIII, and closely link their futures; he encourages the young French towards a renovatio
litterarum and a rejection of earlier types of eloquence, warning against inflatio verborum, and stylistic
eclecticism.
Vavasseur was renowned as one of the foremost stylists and humanists of his time, and his reputation
extended well beyond French Catholic circles. His writings covered biblical scholarship, the literary and moral
virtues of the burlesque style, the composition and structure of epigrams, and the Jansenist controversy.
Sommervogel VIII, 499; see Marc Fumaroli, L’age de l’éloquence: Rhétorique et “res literaria”de la Renaissance
au seuil de l’époque classique, Paris: Droz, 1980, pp. 405ff; OCLC records just one location outside
Continental Europe, at Oxford.

INCLUDING VOLTAIRE’S

DESCRIPTION OF AN EARLY PLANETARIUM

53. VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet de. THE PRINCESS OF BABYLON. Translated from the
French of M. de Voltaire. Glasgow: Printed for R. Urie. MDCCLXIX [1769].
£ 550
FIRST SCOTTISH EDITION. 12mo, pp. 171, [1] advertisement; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy
throughout; bound in contemporary sheep, joints cracked, corners rubbed and will some surface wear, but
still an appealing copy.

Rare first Scottish edition of La Princesse de Babylone, one of Voltaire’s
best works of prose fiction, composed at a very fruitful period in his
career, and published in the same year as his (less than wholly successful)
other play on Babylonian themes, Sémiramis, was premiered.
In this conte, the eponymous princess travels around the world in the
company of a phoenix in search of her lover, visiting countries as diverse
as China and England, and affording Voltaire the opportunity to compare
and criticise the morels of various societies. Perhaps most noteworthy is
a description of an early planetarium in chapter III:
‘In the centre of the gardens, between two cascades, was erected an oval
saloon, three hundred feet in diameter, whose azure roof, intersected
with golden stars represented all the constellations and planets, each in
its proper station; and this cieling [sic] turned about, as well as the
canopy, by machines as invisible as those which direct the celestial
motions. A hundred thousand flambeaux, inclosed in rich crystal
cylinders, illuminated the out and inside of the dining-hall’ (pp. 31-32).
Robert Urie, printer and bookseller in Glasgow was famous for his
elegant productions. He used the most expert workmen and the best
paper, and is considered by many to have surpassed even the Foulis Press
(Dictionary of Booksellers and Printers 1726-1775, [1932]). Urie issued
twenty works by Voltaire between 1751 and 1770.
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Portland and Minnesota,
with three in the UK at Oxford, Glasgow and the NLS; ESTC adds a
further copy, at the BL; see Bengesco 1492.

THE

FIRST

GOTHIC

NOVEL, FROM THE

GOTHIC

PRESS

54. WALPOLE THE CASTLE OF OTRANTO. A Gothic Story… London: Printed at the Minerva
Press, for A.K. Newman & Co., Leadenhall Street. 1815.
£ 450
FIRST MINERVA EDITION. 8vo, pp. xix, 20-234; with twelve wood engravings; apart from a few minor

marks, a clean copy throughout; uncut in the original printed boards, spine rubbed and worn with significant
loss, with early amateurish reback, boards rather soiled, but still a good copy.
Rare first Minerva press edition of Walpole’s great novel, one of the keystones of eighteenth-century gothic
fiction and considered the first gothic novel.

The Castle of Otranto ‘merged medievalism and terror in a style
that has endured ever since. The aesthetics of the book shaped
modern-day gothic books, films, art, music and the goth subculture.
The novel initiated a literary genre which would become extremely
popular in the later 18th and early 19th century, with authors such
as Clara Reeve, Ann Radcliffe, William Thomas Beckford, Matthew
Lewis, Mary Shelley, Bram Stoker, Edgar Allan Poe, Robert Louis
Stevenson and George du Maurier’.
It almost seems remarkable that this is the first printing from the
Minerva press, the publishing house noted for creating such a
lucrative market in Gothic fiction in the late 18th century and early
19th century. Clearly William Lane did not see a reason to publish
it, the present edition appearing when the new proprietor, A. K.
Newman, had taken over the business.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Yale, Penn State
and Marquette University.

RARE GUIDE

TO

VICIOUS

AND

VIRTUOUS WOMEN

55. [WOMEN]. GANZ NEU-ERÖFFNETER UND WOHLEINGERICHTETER GLÜCKS- UND UNGLÜCKS-HAFEN Fromm
und böser Weiber. Aufgerichtet und ausgesetzet, in der
allerbekanntesten und weit und breit beruffenen Stadt Cosmopoli, Das
ist: Kurtzweilig- doch Lehr-reiche Beschreibung von glück und
unglückseeligen Heyrathen, Wie man vor tugendsame Weiber Gott
loben und schuldigsten Danck sagen; Böser ungerathener Weiber
Untugenden aber zu Gottes Ehren mit Gedult übertragen solle. Alles
aus Göttlicher heiliger Schrift und andern Lehrern zusammen getragen
Durch J.I.P.V.I.D. Franckfurt, Bey Paul Müller, Anno 1730.
£ 350
8vo, pp. 190, [2] register; browned throughout due to paper quality, some
dampstaining to initial leaves, and margins cropped in places; in recent
vellum, spine lettered in ink; boards warped.
Second edition of this rare and curious work, first published in 1716,
attributed, rather implausibly, to Johann Joseph Pockh (1707-1749), in which
the author presents a guide to various types of vicious and virtuous women.
These include the pious, the drunken, the hardworking, the lazy, the deaf
and the mute, the playful, the youthful, the melancholic, the impatient, the
poor, the beautiful, the chaste, the watchful, the jolly, and the adulterous.
Not in OCLC or KVK, which records copies of the 1716 edition at the SB
zu Berlin and at Hamburg.
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